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1.1 Challenges in Wireless Communications
Emerging applications of wireless networks put an ever increasing demand on
the inherently limited resources that are available. ese applications range
fromwireless broadband internet access for home use, putting constraints on
the available bandwidth — to deployment of sensor networks for environ-
ment monitoring in rural areas, in which case battery lifetime is the criti-
cal factor, directly inuencing network lifetime. e available bandwidth is
limited and hence appropriate measures have to be taken to make more e-
cient use of bandwidth.e problem concerning energy consumption is that
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improvements in battery technology are not keeping up with the increased
demand from emerging applications.erefore, in order to maintain reason-
able battery lifetime it is imperative to decrease the energy consumption of
wireless devices.
Of course, improving eciency in wireless networks has been the topic of
many studies. Some of the improvements that have been suggested in litera-
ture are cross-layer optimization [32,55], power control [43,68,72], improved
routing [8, 9, 69] and the use of cognitive radio [37, 71]. However, all these
methods are based on a common set of basic operating principles. In this
thesis we investigate fundamentally dierent methods to improve eciency.
In the next two sections 1.2 and 1.3 we will introduce these methods and see
how they are dierent from the operating principles that are used in state-of-
the-art technology and the literature mentioned above.
1.2 Abstractions of the Wireless Medium
e overwhelming complexity of designing a communication system asks for
a divide-and-conquer approach. A method that has proven to be very suc-
cessful is to use a layered overall system architecture, with the ubiquitous OSI
model as a resulting standard [89]. One of the challenges in a communica-
tion system is to deal with noise and errors.e task of the physical layer, the
lowest layer in the OSI model, is to provide a means of reliably transmitting
information between neighbouring devices.e result is a network of reliable
links between devices. In a sense, the physical layer provides an abstraction
of the transmission medium.
In state-of-the-art technology, the abstraction provided by the physical
layer is that of reliable point-to-point links. is means that messages origi-
nating from one device are received by at most one other device. Moreover,
each device receives atmost onemessage.e abstraction to reliable point-to-
point links, together with the layered system architecture has enabled enor-
mous advances in technology. In particular, it has enabled development and
wide deployment of wireless networks, like IEEE 802.11 based networks.
However, for wireless networks the abstraction to point-to-point links is
not always themost suitable one, since it is ignoring themost important char-
acteristics of the wireless medium, broadcast and superposition. Broadcast
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implies that all devices in a certain neighbourhood of a transmitter are receiv-
ing its signal. Superposition implies that the signal received by a device is the
sum of the signals transmitted by all devices in its neighbourhood.e tradi-
tional means of dealing with superposition, as is being done in most state-of-
the-art technology, is to try and decode only one of the signals and treat the
interfering signal as noise.ere are many results that suggest that there are
other ways of dealing with superposition, see, for instance [14]. In particular,
it is possible to decode each of the individual messages.
More recently it has been observed [64] that one is not neccesarily in-
terested in decoding each of the individual messages. In particular, it might
be useful to decode only a sum of these messages. e advantage is that this
can be done at a higher rate than decoding individual messages. Note that
the abstraction of the transmission medium resulting from these methods of
dealing with superposition is no longer a network of point-to-point links.
Results from [14,17,35,50,66,82] suggest that by allowing broadcast and in-
terference to be exploited at the physical layer can greatly improve eciency.
In a part of this thesis we consider the abstraction of the transmissionmedium
resulting from exploiting superposition by decoding sums of messages. By
taking also broadcast into account we obtain an abstraction of the wireless
medium in which nodes can transmit a common messages over their outgo-
ing links (broadcast) and receive a sum of themessages transmitted over their
incoming links (superposition).
1.3 Beyond Network Flows
e physical layer provides reliable communication between neighbouring
nodes. Of course, in most networks there are many nodes, most of which can
not communicate directly to all other nodes in the network. Hence, data will
need to be carried across several links in order to arive at the intended desti-
nation. Higher layers in the OSI model provide a means of routing/relaying
information through the network.
A very useful idea is to reduce the routing problem to the problem of
establishing a network ow in a graph, where the edges in the graph represent
reliable links between nodes provided by the physical layer.e reduction of
routing to a network owproblemhas enabled enourmous advances in theory
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and corresponding technology. In particular, it has enabled development of
large-scale wired networks, like the Internet. Some of the theory that has
been developed consists of a characterization of network capacity in terms of
a min-cut condition, decentralized algorithms for route discovery, etc. See,
for instance, [12] for an introduction to the wealth of theory that has been
developed on network ow problems and references to other literature.
Despite the fact that it has enabled great advances, the concept of network
ow inherently fails to capture some of the properties of information being
transmitted over a network. Note, that in a network ow problem nodes are
allowed to generate, forward and store data. However, merging and copying
data are not possible.is implies that data from dierent connections is kept
independent.e important thing to note is that in principle nodes can also
process data before retransmitting it in the network. Obviously, the physical
layer already processes data by using forward error correcting codes to battle
noise. It was rst observed in [2, 86] that (even in networks of reliable links)
it can be benecial to allow nodes in the network to process data before re-
transmitting it.e corresponding abstraction is that of network information
ow.e processing performed by nodes has been termed network coding. In
a network information ow setting information from dierent connections is
no longer kept independent, but mixed together. Network information ow
should be put in contrast to traditional network ow problems in which data
is treated as a commodity, like water owing through pipes, items being trans-
ported or cars on a road. However, bits are not cars [20]. In particular, infor-
mation can be processed, i.e., computations can be performed.
We will see in this thesis that the use of abstractions of the physical layer,
exploiting broadcast and superposition, together with network coding oers
great opportunities for improving eciency, both in terms of bandwidth and
energy consumption.ere are, however, many challenges. Part of these chal-
lenges come from the fact that it is not clear how the more complex abstrac-
tions of the physical layer can be translated into practical systems. Also, for
network ow many practical algorithms have been developed. Counterparts
of these algorithms for the information ow setting will have to be developed.
Some of these aspects will be covered in this thesis. Most likely, the increased
complexity will lead to some overhead in practical systems. erefore, it is
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of importance to know exactly how much the use of a dierent physical layer
abstraction and network coding can gain us.erefore, we will also develop
bounds on the gains that can be obtained.
e remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 1.4 we
will give amore detailed introduction in the eld of network coding (network
information ow). In Section 1.5 we discuss network coding formultiplemul-
ticast sessions. In Section 1.6 we discuss the combination of using network
coding and exploiting broadcast. In Section 1.7 we discuss how to exploit in-
terference by allowing sums of messages to be decoded by devices. Finally, in
Section 1.8 we provide an overview of the results presented in this thesis and
an outline of the other chapters.
1.4 Network Coding
e network information ow problem and the term network coding were
introduced in [2]. In the past ten years the topic has received much attention,
resulting in many research papers (cf. [1]) and a number of monographs [24,
25,38,84] dedicated to network coding. An introduction to the theory of net-
work coding is provided in [25]. Amore detailed treatment of some aspects of
the theory is provided in [84] and [38]. An overview of potential applications
is provided in [24]. Aer introducing the basic idea of network coding, we
provide a review of some of the applications of network coding later in this
section.
We illustrate the concept of network coding based on awidely-usedmodel
that was introduced in [49]. e network is modelled as an acyclic directed
graph in which the edges can carry symbols from a nite eld Fq. If q = 2 the
symbols are bits and addition and substraction of symbols corresponds to the
exclusive or operation.e (acyclic) network is assumed to be delay-free, i.e.,
symbols ripple through the network in zero time. While this is a substantially
idealizedmodel of a communication network is has allowed the development
of many results in network coding theory.e trac pattern that we consider
is multicast, i.e., all symbols transmitted by the (single) source need to be re-
ceived by all destinations.
SA B
C
D
R1 R2
Figure 1.1: Multicast conguration with source S1 and receivers R1 and R2.
S
R1 R2
x y
x
y
y
y
(a)
S
R1 R2
x y
x
yx
x
(b)
Figure 1.2: Routing at rate 2 to receivers R1 and R2 in (a) and (b) respectively.
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Figure 1.3: Multicast routing is not possible at rate 2.
As an example consider the buttery, as depicted in Figure 1.1, with source
S and destinations R1 and R2. is example was introduced in [2] and has
served to demonstrate concepts in many other papers. It will be used repeat-
edly in this thesis.
First, consider a network ow to destination R1. e capacity of a mini-
mum S−R1 cut is two. Hence, from the celebratedmax-owmin-cut theorem
it follows that there exists a ow of size two.is ow is depicted in Figure 1.2a
in which symbols x and y ow through the network over disjoint paths. Sim-
ilarly, a ow of size two to destination R2 is depicted in Figure 1.2b. Now,
observe that if we try and combine the two ow solutions in order to obtain
a solution to the multicast problem, the edge from C to D forms a bottleneck
since it can carry either x or y, but not both.is is illustrated in Figure 1.3.
e main idea in network coding is that instead of retransmitting x or
y, node C could also transmit a function of x and y. For example, node C
can transmit the sum x + y. When coding in the above way destination R1
receives two symbols: x and x + y. From these it can recover y as y = (x +
y)− x. Remember that we operate over the nite eld Fq. If q = 2 this means
that all symbols are bits and that the addition and substraction operators in
the previous expression correspond to the exclusive or operation. We have
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S
R1 R2
x y
x
x
y
yx + y
x + y x + y
Figure 1.4: Network coding solution on the buttery.
obtained a network information ow of size 2, as illustrated in Figure 1.4.e
result obtained in [2] is that the maximum size of a network information ow
for multicast on a directed graph equals the minimum of the min-cut to a
destination, where the minimum is over all destinations.
e above example demonstrates that network coding has the potential to
increase the throughput in multicast congurations that can be modelled by
a directed graph. We will see in Section 1.6 and in the remainder of this thesis
that there is also great potential in reducing cost. We will be mostly interested
in the energy consumption in wireless networks as a cost metric. In the large
body of literature on network coding many other potential benets of net-
work coding have been identied, an overview of results up to 2007 can be
found in [24]. Here, we briey mention some of the potential applications. In
the presence of stochastic arrivals and packet erasures network coding could
reduce delay and queue sizes [75]. Also, robustness against link failures can be
obtained using less resources [73, 85]. Also, since not the data itself, but only
evidence of the information is transmitted, it is possible to obtain security
against eavesdroppers [7, 21]. It possible to perform network coding in such
a way that, if an eavesdropper obtains only partial information, this informa-
tion is useless. Network coding ideas have also been applied in peer-to-peer
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applications for content distribution. An application has been developed that
does not suer from the low data rates experienced at the start and end of,
for instance, Bittorrent sessions [29]. Finally, we mention the use of network
coding for distributed storage [15]. Network coding can signicantly reduce
the overhead required to perform distributed storage in, for instance, sensor
networks.
Some of the key results in network coding have been established in [2,39,
40, 49, 52]. In the above example we chose a linear function of x and y to be
transmitted. In [52] it was shown that for multicast problems linear opera-
tions are always sucient.e functions reduce to linear combinations over
nite elds. Based on linear coding, the problem of network information ow
reduces to nding weighting coecients for the linear combinations, a prob-
lem denoted as code design. A polynomial-time algorithm for code design for
multicast was presented in [40]. e problem with this algorithm is that it
requires knowledge of the complete graph, i.e., it is a centralized algorithm.
More recently it has been demonstrated that it is also possible to choose the
coding coecients randomly [39]. Of course, this might lead to occasional
errors when not all receivers can decode, but by making by the eld size suf-
ciently large, the error probability can be made arbitrarily small.
Unfortunately, for the case of multiple sessions very little is known. In
directed graphs one can construct examples that demonstrate that network
coding can signicantly improve throughput [54]. For undirected networks,
however, a long-standing conjecture is that network coding can not improve
the throughput [54] for multiple unicast sessions.e problem is hard, since
it has been shown in [16] that in the case of multiple sessions it is no longer
sucient to consider linear coding operations. Despite the lack of a general
theory of network coding for multiple sessions, there exists important prac-
tical work demonstrating the power of network coding for multiple sessions.
A complete integration of network coding ideas in a state-of-the-art wire-
less networking protocol stack, including measurements from a testbed, was
presented in [46]. e system of [46] shows better performance in terms of
throughput than traditional systems that do not utilize network coding.
At various points in this thesis we will compare our solutions to the type
of codes that were introduced in [46].erefore, we introduce these codes in
a bit more detail. e codes introduced in [46] operate according to a prin-
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T1
T3T2
Figure 1.5: Information exchange between terminals T1, T2 and T3 on the
undirected buttery network.
ciple that we will refer to in the remainder as decode-and-recombine. ese
codes satisfy the constraint that each symbol in each linear combination that
is transmitted is explicitly known by the node transmitting that linear com-
bination. Note, that this is a restriction from the general linear coding strat-
egy, in which linear combinations of coded messages can be retransmitted.
e motivation behind using decode-and-recombine codes is that it prevents
information from spreading too much in the network, away from the path
between source and destination, a heuristic introduced by Katti et al. [46].
Hence, the use of a decode-and-recombine strategy results in reduced com-
plexity.
1.5 Code Design for Multiple Multicast Sessions
We have seen in the previous section that, in general, very little is known for
network coding for multiple sessions. In this thesis we consider two special
cases of multiple multicast problems. In both cases the set of receivers for
all multicast sessions is the same. What sets our problem apart from other
problems studied in the literature, is that only one of these sessions is active
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at each point in time.e problem that we address is that of code design. In
particular we will show that it is possible to design a single code that can be
used for all sessions.
More precisely, the two scenarios that we consider are the following.e
rst one is that of information exchange on an undirected graph, studied in
Chapter 2. ere is a set of terminals positioned on an undirected graph.
Each of the terminals is acting as a source and every terminal needs to receive
all information transmitted by the other terminals. A potential application is
video conferencing. A key ingredient of the problem is that over time the data
rates at the sources can vary, i.e., one participant is speaking and generating
data at a relatively high rate, while the data rates of the other participants
are fairly small. When a dierent participant begins to speak the data rates
change. We model this scenario as a set of multicast sessions, one multicast
session corresponding to a specic set of rates. An example of an information
exchange conguration is given in Figure 1.5, where three terminals T1, T2 and
T3 need to exchange information on the undirected buttery network. is
example will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 2.
e second scenario, to be covered in Chapter 3, is that of variable rate
multicasting at minimum-cost. Consider a directed graph with a capacity
and a cost associated with each edge. In this case we assume that there is a
single source and a xed set of receivers. In Chapter 3 we will give examples
that demonstrate that there is a tradeo between the throughput and the cost
per delivered symbol. For each of the possible values of the throughput we
consider the minimum-cost multicast solution, leading to a set of multicast
sessions operating on dierent subgraphs.
e common element in both scenarios is that for each of the multicast
sessions a network code is required. Of course, one can design a network code
for each of the sessions individually. However, this will require a signicant
amount of resources, both at design time and in terms of storage and control
at the intermediate nodes. In Chapters 2 and 3 we will see that we can design
a single code for all multicast sessions.
A B Cx
y
y
1
x
2
(a) Solution without network coding: Transmissions 1 and 2 are only useful to nodes
C and A, respectively.
A B Cx
y
x + y x + y
3
(b) Network coding solution: Transmission 3 is useful to both nodes A and C.
Figure 1.6: Demonstrating the potential of network coding by exploiting
broadcast: Exchanging bits x and y between nodes A and C.
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S1 R1
S2R2
Figure 1.7: Information exchange on the line network.
1.6 Exploiting Broadcast
It was rst observed in [81] that network coding provides a useful way of ex-
ploiting broadcast in wireless networks. To illustrate the basic principle, a
simple example is discussed. In this example, depicted in Figure 1.6, nodes A
and C need to exchange bits x and y. Figure 1.6a shows a ow using 4 trans-
missions, which is the minimum possible number if network coding is not
allowed. One can observe that in this case transmissions 1 and 2 (originating
at node B and received by nodes A and C) are useful only to nodes C and A,
respectively.e network coding solution from Figure 1.6b uses only 3 trans-
missions to achieve the same end result. Network coding allows transmission
3 to be useful for both A and C, i.e. network coding increases the spatial
eciency.ere are several ways in which the increased eciency can be ex-
ploited. Obviously, since fewer transmissions are required, it allows to reduce
the energy required to deliver bits x and y. But also, network coding requires
less bandwidth to achieve the same throughput. Due to the lower spatial ef-
ciency, solutions without network coding require more transmissions to be
scheduled simultaneously in order to meet throughput constraints.is can
only be achieved by utilizing more spectrum compared to network coding
solutions. is thesis deals with the energy savings that can be obtained by
exploiting broadcast and using network coding.
As another example consider information exchange on the line network,
depicted in Figure 1.7. is is the conguration used in [81] and many of
the resulting follow-up papers.e conguration consists of two source and
destination pairs, S1 to R1 and S2 to R2, located at the borders of the network.
By extending the coding operation from the above example, as illustrated in
Figure 1.6, it is possible to save one transmission at each interior node in the
network. Hence, asymptotically, for a large number of nodes, the number of
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R3 S2
S1 R1
R2 S3
(a)
R3 S2
S1 R1
R2 S3
x y
z
(b)
R3 S2
S1 R1
R2 S3
(c)
Figure 1.8: Network coding solution to three session multiple unicast cong-
uration. Conguration and connectivity in (a). Transmissions from sources
in (b). Note that each transmission is received by three nodes. e center
nodes transmits x + y + z, see (c).
transmissions that is required can be reduced to 50%. Details of the coding
scheme, which was rst presented in [81], are provided in Chapter 5.
Yet another example is given in Figure 1.8. In this case there are three uni-
cast sessions.e cheapest routing routing solution, i.e., if network coding is
not used, consists of having the center node transmit three times. A network
coding solution will have the center node retransmit the sum of three sym-
bols, allowing all destinations to decode. Corresponding to the above case,
extending this small example to a larger network, would demonstrate that
network coding allows a reduction to 33% of the number of transmissions.
is extension, and more generally nding lower bounds on the number of
transmissions that can be saved, is the topic of Chapter 4 of this thesis.
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1.7 Exploiting Superposition
In the previous section we saw that it might be benecial to exploit broadcast
in combination with network coding. e basic insight is that intermediate
nodes in a network need not always forward all the information they receive.
Rather, it can be sucient for them to forward merely a function of that in-
formation. A natural follow-up observation is that if intermediate nodes are
merely forwarding a function of their received information, then they actu-
ally do not have to receive all that information in the rst place. Rather, as
long as they manage to receive the particular function they need to forward,
the overall networking solution will work properly. is is where superposi-
tion enters the picture. As was shown in [64, 65], whenever signals interfere,
it can be more ecient for the decoder to obtain only a function of the trans-
mittedmessages, rather than all themessages individually.is is particularly
interesting for the wireless mediumwhere interference is linear and results in
superposition.
If multiple nodes transmit simultaneously, then a receiving node that is
within range of all of those transmitters receives a linear superposition of the
transmitted signals. A classical way of treating this is to consider any superpo-
sition as an erasure/collision and to use clever scheduling to avoid this eect
from occurring. However, more sophisticated approaches to physical-layer
coding can deal with such linear superposition in other ways. For one, a re-
ceiver can rst decode one signal, treating all others as noise.en, assuming
the decoding was correct, that signal can be subtracted from the received sig-
nal.is is referred to as successive cancellation decoding. In this thesis, we
will not consider this option. Instead, wewill consider a newway of exploiting
the same superposition eect: Namely, to decode a function of the transmitted
messages. In particular, the function that is decoded is a linear combination
of the messages. It was shown in [64] that there exists channel codes that al-
low to decode sums ofmessages at high rate. In the remainder, we will refer to
these types of codes as computation codes. An overview of some of the results
on computation codes and related literature will be provided in Chapter 5.
As an example of the benet of exploiting superposition through the use
of computation coding, reconsider Figure 1.6.e important thing to observe
is that if A and C are simultaneously transmitting, B is receiving a superposi-
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A B Cx y
x + y x + y
Figure 1.9: Exploiting superposition: Node B does not decode x and y indi-
vually, but decodes only x + y.
tion of the two signals (and noise). A computation code allows B to recover
x + y. Hence, only two time slots are required, as illustrated in Figure 1.9.
In Chapter 5 we will investigate the impact of the use of computation
codes on the transport capacity of wireless networks. is means that we
study achievable rates for multiple unicast connections, i.e., messages of ev-
ery source node are of interest only to one destination node. For each source-
destination pair, we evaluate the product of the rate achieved and the distance
between source and destination.e transport capacity of the network, as in-
troduced in [35], is then the sum of all of these products, maximized over all
possible placements of unicast connections.
1.8 Summary ofResults andOrganizationof theesis
Chapter 2 concentrates on the problemof information exchange on an undi-
rected graph as introduced in Section 1.5. An important aspect of the
problem is that rates vary over time. It is proven in Chapter 2 that
the sum of the individual rates uniquely determines the feasibility of
the problem. is result was previously presented in [53]. e proof
given in Chapter 2 is new and based on subtree decomposition tech-
niques [27]. For a large class of graphs we present upper and lower
bounds on the achievable sum rate. ese bounds are separated by
a factor that is smaller than 2, which is an improvement of the gen-
eral factor 2 that is known for arbitrary undirected graphs. e main
contribution of the chapter is on the code design problem for dierent
rates. It is shown that if a code for one rate tuple is given, codes for
other rate tuples can be easily derived. In particular it will be shown
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that this can be done in such a way that we can preserve 1) the coding
points, and 2) the local coding coecients used at these coding points.
Preserving local coding vectors keeps complexity and storage overhead
at the coding points low. Finally, it is shown that nodes in the network
can determine the operating point based on the orientation of adjacent
edges.is allows for decentralized operation of the network.
Chapter 3 deals with the case of variable rate multicast at minimum cost as
introduced in Section 1.5. Due to the tradeo between rate and cost per
transmitted symbol, depending on quality of service requirements and
available resources (e.g., battery levels) one will operate the network
at varying rates. Designing new network codes for each of these rates
will cause signicant overhead. erefore, a method is presented in
Chapter 3 that allows for a single network code to be used at dierent
rates. is code has a single set of local and global coding vectors for
all rates.
Chapter 4 concerns the energy reduction that network coding can oer by
exploiting broadcast in wireless networks. Lower bounds are provided
on the maximum reduction by considering network coding solutions
on networks for which the nodes are located at points of a lattice.e
reduction is expressed in terms of the energy benet of network coding
which is the ratio of the minimum energy required by routing and net-
work coding solutions, maximized over all congurations. Initially the
energy benet is analyzed by considering only the energy that is trans-
mitted, ignoring overhead at transmitter and receiver. Moreover, the
transmission range is assumed to be xed. For this scenario it is shown
that on a rectangular lattice the energy benet is at least 2d/ ⌊√d⌋,
where d is the dimension of the network. Next, the case that the trans-
mission range can be chosen freely is considered. It is shown, using a
conguration on a hexagonal lattice, that the energy benet is at least
3 in a two-dimensional lattice. Finally, the impact of ignoring energy
consumption overhead at transmitter and receiver is considered. It is
shown that taking this overhead into consideration can seriously in-
uence the results obtained on the energy benet of network coding.
Also, it is demonstrated that if there is overhead itmight be benecial to
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increase transmission power above the minimum required to achieve
connectivity. is will reduce overall energy consumption by creating
coding opportunities. is is an interesting observation, since much
previous work has focussed on nding minimum transmit power con-
gurations. Moreover, results on large random networks suggest that
in terms of scaling, transmit power should be minimized.
Chapter 5 compares capacity bounds for four dierent deterministic mod-
els of wireless networks, representing four dierent ways of handling
broadcast and superposition in the physical layer. In particular, the
transport capacity under a multiple unicast trac pattern is studied
for a one-dimensional network of regularly spaced nodes on a line and
for a two-dimensional network of nodes placed on a hexagonal lat-
tice. e considered deterministic models are: (i) P/P, a model with
exclusive transmission and reception, (ii) P/M, a model with simul-
taneous reception of the sum of the signals transmitted by all nearby
nodes, (iii) B/P, a model with simultaneous transmission to all nearby
nodes but exclusive reception, and (iv) B/M, a model with both simul-
taneous transmission and simultaneous reception. All four determin-
istic models are considered under half-duplex constraints. For the one-
dimensional scenario, it is found that the transport capacity underB/M
is twice that under P/P. For the two-dimensional scenario, it is found
that the transport capacity underB/M is at least 2.5 times, and nomore
than six times, the transport capacity under P/P.e transport capac-
ities under P/M and B/P fall between these bounds.
Finally, Chapter 6 provides a review of the results presented in this thesis and
an outlook for further investigations.
e results that are presented in this thesis have been published in the
following journal papers
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Coding for Undirected Information Exchange”, IEEE Communication
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H.Weber, “Lower Bounds on theMaximumEnergy Benet ofNetwork
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2.1 Introduction
Consider a group of users in a network represented as an undirected graph
that want to exchange information, i.e., each user has information that needs
to be received by all other users.ismodel arises inmultimedia le exchange
applications such as video-conferencing and internet games.
In this chapter we consider the use of network coding for such informa-
tion exchange conferences. Network coding admits a larger rate region than
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routing, at polynomial complexity [53]. We start by reviewing the character-
ization of the achievable rate region provided in [53]. We give an alternative
proof for this result based on information owdecomposition techniques [27]
and graph-theoretic properties. Our proof provides additional insight in the
problem structure.
A major challenge that deployment of network coding for such applica-
tions faces, stems from the fact that during the conference duration, the rates
at which users transmit will naturally vary. Employing a network coding so-
lution that uses dierent sets of local coding vectors depending on the rates
of the users, would result in unacceptable complexity. For example, it would
require the intermediate nodes in the network to update their decoding op-
erations accordingly.
Our main contribution is to prove that a common set of local coding vec-
tors can be used to support all achievable rate tuples, thus allowing a smooth
operation at dierent rates.
2.2 Model
We are given a network represented as an undirected graph G = (V , E), and
a set of terminals T ⊆ V of size N ≜ ∣T ∣. ese terminals act as sources
and receivers in an information exchange conference. Each terminal needs
to receive all information transmitted by the other terminals. We will call{G , T } an information exchange conguration.
Assume time is slotted, and let rate Ri be the number of symbols that are
generated per time-slot by the source located at terminal Ti ∈ T , i = 1, . . . ,N .
We consider only integral rates.
Denition 2.1 (Achievable Rate Region). e achievable rate region for an
exchange conguration {G , T } consists of all tuples (R1, R2, . . . , RN) for which
there exists a valid linear network code that supports these rates.
A code consists of an orientation of the graph and sets of global and local
coding vectors. Furthermore, we assume that each edge in the graph has unit
capacity, i.e., it can carry one symbol per time-slot.
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T1
T3T2
Figure 2.1:ree terminal information exchange conguration.
Denition 2.2 (Uniform Pairwise Min-cut). A set of terminals T ⊆ V has
uniform pairwise min-cut h ∈ N+ over a graph G if min-cut(T1, T2) = h,∀ T1, T2 ∈ T .
We are interested in minimal congurations, in the sense that removing
any network edge would reduce the min-cut to smaller than h for at least
one pair of terminals. Minimal congurations are desirable as they allow the
conservation of network resources. Such congurations can be identied in
polynomial time by rst selecting edge disjoint paths between pairs of termi-
nals, and then removing redundant edges [27].
2.3 Example
As an example consider a three terminal information exchange conguration
on the undirected buttery network, as depicted in Figure 2.1. First observe
that this network has a uniform pairwise min-cut of 2. To demonstrate the
benet of network coding, consider the case that both T1 and T2 are transmit-
ting at unit rate. It is clear that there is no routing solution that allows all nodes
to receive all information. However, there do exist network coding solutions;
one possibility is shown in Figure 2.2 on the next page, in which terminal T1
transmits the symbol y and terminal T2 transmits the symbol x.e case that
terminal T1 is transmitting at rate 2 and the other terminals are only receiv-
ing corresponds to the ‘traditional’ directed buttery, which was discussed in
T1
T3T2
αx + βy
x y
x
x
y
y
αx + βy αx + βy
Figure 2.2: Terminals T1 and T2 transmitting at unit rate.
T1
T3T2
αx + βy
x y
x
x
y
y
αx + βy αx + βy
Figure 2.3: Terminal T1 transmitting at rate two.
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Section 1.4 and depicted for convenience in Figure 2.3.e coding operation
performed by the center node is to retransmit the linear combination αx+βy.
Besides the point that network coding can achieve rate tuples that can not
be achieved with routing, we have two observations.e rst is that the sum
of the rates that are transmitted in the network are equal in the two examples
demonstrated above. In the next sectionwe present a result that demonstrates
that the sum rate provides sucient and neccesary conditions for achievabil-
ity of a rate tuple. e second observation is that the example solutions for
rate tuples (1, 1, 0) and (2, 0, 0), as given in Figures 2.2 and 2.3 respectively,
are very similar. More precisely, in both examples a single coding operation
is performed at the same point in the network. We will see in Section 2.5 that
it is always possible to choose the orientations corresponding to the dierent
rate tuples in such a way that the coding points are the same for all rate tuples.
Moreover, the local coding coecients α and β are the same in both examples.
In Section 2.6 it will be shown that a single set of local coding coecients can
be found that can be used for all rate tuples.
2.4 Rate Region
e next theorem shows that the achievable rate region can be completely
characterized in terms of the maximum achievable sum-rate R∗.
eorem 2.3. A rate tuple (R1, . . . , RN) is achievable if and only if for all i =
1, . . . ,N, a multicast session with only terminal Ti acting as a source of rate
R∗ ≜ ∑Nj=1 R j is achievable.
is result was rst obtained in [53]. We provide an alternative proof
in Section 2.5, but rst we connect R∗ to the pairwise min-cut between the
terminals thereby giving a graph-theoretic interpretation. We start with a
graph-theoretic result for networks that have a uniform pairwisemin-cut. Let
min-cut (T , T /{T}), T ∈ T , be the value of a minimum cut that separates T
from all terminals in T /{T}.
Lemma 2.4. Consider an information exchange conguration {G , T }, with
uniform pairwisemin-cut h.eminimummin-cut from a terminal to all other
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terminals is h:
min
T∈T min-cut (T , T /{T}) = h.
Proof. Let H be a Gomory-Hu tree (see e.g. [13]) constructed only on the set
of terminal vertices. By the uniformpairwisemin-cut assumption, every edge
in H has weight h. Let T be any terminal node that is a leaf in H.e edge in
H incident on T separates T from all other terminals. By the properties of a
Gomory-Hu tree there is a capacity h cut in the original network, separating
T from all other terminals, hence min-cut (T , T /{T}) = h.
eorem 2.5. Consider an exchange conguration {G , T } with uniform pair-
wise min-cut h.e maximum achievable sum rate satises h N2(N−1) ≤ R∗ ≤ h.
Proof. We rst show the upper bound. By Lemma 2.4 we know that there
exists a terminal T ∈ T for which min-cut(T , T /{T}) = h. Consider any
such minimum cut.e information from all sources needs to cross this cut.
For the lower boundwe show that rate tuple ( h2(N−1) , . . . , h2(N−1)) is achiev-
able. Create a directed network by replacing each undirected edge with two
oppositely directed edges of capacity 1/2. Add a virtual source S′ to the net-
work and connect it to each terminal in T using directed edges of capacity
h/(2(N − 1)). We will show that
min-cut (S′, T) ≥ Nh/(2(N − 1)), ∀ T ∈ T . (2.1)
Consider any cut that separates the virtual source S′ from a terminal T .
e edge that connects S′ to T has to cross this cut. In fact, if all terminals are
on T ’s side of the cut, all edges from the virtual source S′ necessarily cross the
cut which therefore has value at least Nh/(2(N − 1)). If, on the other hand,
a non-empty subset of terminals T1 ⊆ T is on the same side of the cut as the
source, from construction min-cut (T1, T) ≥ h/2. Adding the contribution of
the direct edge from S′ to T results in a cut value of at least Nh/(2(N − 1)).
Since (2.1) is satised there exists a network code that allows to multicast
rate Nh/(2(N − 1)) from S′ to all terminals. Any valid solution will require
S′ to send independent information to each terminal at rate h/(2(N−1)) and
thus corresponds to a solution of the information exchange problem.
Note that the above result improves the general lower bound that was
given in [53].
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Procedure 1 Finding a new orientation
Input: Orientation of the graph that supports rate tuple (R1, . . . , RN), i , j ∈{1, . . . ,N}, i ≠ j, Ri > 0.
Output: Orientation with the same coding points that supports rate tuple(R˜1, . . . , R˜N), R˜i = Ri − 1, R˜ j = R j + 1, R˜k = Rk , k ≠ i , j
1) Find Ri edge disjoint paths from Ti to Tj.
2) Pick one of these paths.
3) Reverse the orientation of the edges along this path.
2.5 Preserving Coding Points
Operating at dierent rate tuples requires dierent orientations of the edges
in the network. We will see in this section that these orientations can be con-
structed in such a way that the coding points are the same for all orientations.
We show this by means of subtree decomposition techniques.
e subtree decomposition captures the structure of the network and the
coding solution by decomposing the network in trees that carry the same in-
formation [27]. e idea is to decompose the network into parts, each part
being a tree, and thus called a subtree. We distinguish between source sub-
trees and coding subtrees. Each source subtree corresponds to one unit rate
source, and thus a source emitting rate Ri results in Ri source subtrees. Each
coding subtree starts with a coding point, an edge where linear combining
occurs, and again represents a tree through which runs unit information rate.
e linear combinations are represented by global coding vectors assigned to
the subtrees. e local operations performed at the coding points are repre-
sented by local coding coecients. Note that the number of source subtrees
equals the dimension of the global coding vectors. Moreover, the number of
coding subtrees equals the number of coding points.
As an illustrating example we have given in Figure 2.4b on the next page
the subtree decomposition of the network from Figure 2.3, i.e., for the undi-
rected buttery operated at rate tuple (2, 0, 0). A notational dierence from
[27] is that we explicitly represent the coding point.
e idea presented in this section is that given an orientation of the graph
that supports rate tuple (R1, . . . , RN) it is possible to construct an orientation
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Figure 2.4: Illustrating Procedure 1.
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of the graph that supports rate tuple (R˜1, . . . , R˜N), R˜i = Ri − 1, R˜ j = R j + 1,
R˜k = Rk , k ≠ i , j. By repeatedly applying this construction, orientations are
obtained for all possible rate tuples. Procedure 1 provides a means of con-
structing a new orientation that supports rate tuple (R˜1, . . . , R˜N). We illus-
trate the procedure by means of an example. On the buttery, starting from
an orientation for rate tuple (2, 0, 0)we will obtain an orientation for the rate
tuple (1, 1, 0). In Figure 2.4a we have depicted the two (unique) disjoint paths
from T1 to T2. For convenience, the subtree corresponding to the orientation
is given in Figure 2.4b. Now, the procedure allows to pick any one of the two
paths.e orientation resulting from reversing the le path, depicted in solid
lines, is given in Figure 2.4c. In this case the decomposition in subtrees is the
same, as depicted in Figure 2.4d.e orientation resulting from reversing the
right path, depicted in dashed lines, is given in Figure 2.4e. In this case the
decomposition in subtrees is again the same, but some edges in the subtree
graph are reoriented, as is illustrated in Figure 2.4f. Moreover, the roles of a
source and a coding subtree are exchanged.
In general, application of Procedure 1 has the following eects:
1. e decomposition in subtrees is unaected, i.e., the same sets of edges
are part of the same subtrees.
2. e role of a source and a coding subtree can interchange, causing the
path between these subtrees to be reversed.
What is not clear from the above discussion is that the new orientation
supports the intended rate tuple. To show that this is the case, we assume
that for the original rate tuple and graph orientation a network code has been
given. Now, we proceed in a formal way by assigning the same set of global
coding vectors to the subtrees in the new orientation. Next, we nd local cod-
ing coecients that, starting from the global coding vectors of the source sub-
trees, result in the global coding vectors that have been assigned to the coding
subtrees. is is a formal procedure, since the resulting code is not always
a network code that can be implemented in practice. Figures 2.4e and 2.4f
provide an example of this eect. Assume that terminal T1 has symbol x to
transmit and terminal T2 the symbol y. Indeed, the terminal T2 will not be
able to transmit the coded symbol αx + βy over its outgoing edge, since it has
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only symbol y available.e importance of this formal procedure lies in the
fact that if there exists a network code with arbitrary global coding vectors
assigned to the source subtrees and full rank systems observed by each of the
terminals, then theremust also be a network code in which the unit basis vec-
tors are assigned to the source subtrees [49]. Hence, this shows that the graph
orientation supports the desired rate tuple.
It needs to be shown that local coding coecients leading to the right
global coding vectors can always be found. First suppose that a single source
and child coding subtree are exchanging roles.
Lemma 2.6. Consider a valid code over a minimal subtree graph and assume
we exchange the role of a source subtree and one of its children.ere exist local
coding vectors resulting in the same global coding vectors as the original code.
Proof. W.l.o.g. assume that in the original graph subtrees C1, . . . ,Ck are par-
ents of Ck+1, and that aer the procedure we have C2, . . . ,Ck+1 parents of
C1. Let vi denote the global coding vector associated with subtree Ci and⟨v1, . . . , vk⟩ the space spanned by vectors v1 . . . , vk . en vk+1 ∈ ⟨v1, . . . , vk⟩
and from properties of minimal congurations vk+1 ∉ ⟨v2, . . . , vk⟩. is im-
plies that ⟨v1, . . . , vk⟩ = ⟨v2, . . . , vk+1⟩, i.e., v2, . . . , vk+1 form a basis of the
space ⟨v1, . . . , vk⟩. us v1 ∈ ⟨v2, . . . , vk+1⟩, and we can always nd the re-
quired local coding vector.
eorem2.7. ere exists a set of orientations onG, each supporting a dierent
achievable rate tuple, such that the subtree decomposition and the coding points
are the same for all these orientations.
Proof. is follows from the above observations and the repeated application
of Lemma 2.6.
Proof ofeorem 2.3. Procedure 1 allows, starting from any achievable rate
tuple and a graph orientation that supports it, to obtain an orientation sup-
porting a rate tuple in which a single terminal is acting as a source with a rate
that is equal to the sum-rate of the original rate tuple, and vice versa.
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Procedure 2 Preserving local coding vectors
Input: Network code at rate tuple (Rl)Nl=1, i , j ∈ {1, . . . ,N}, i ≠ j, Ri > 0.
Output: Code using same local coding vectors, at rate tuple (R˜l)Nl=1, R˜i =
Ri − 1, R˜ j = R j + 1, R˜k = Rk , k ≠ i , j.
1) Find Ri edge disjoint paths from Ti to Tj.
2) Pick one of these paths.
3) Reverse the orientation of the edges along this path.
4) At each coding point keep the local coding vector coecients of the edges
that are not reoriented. At aected coding points, to the new incoming
edge assign the coecient of the edge that is now outgoing.
5) Assign orthonormal basis vectors as global coding vectors to the source
subtrees. e global coding vectors for the coding subtrees follow from
the global coding vectors of the source subtrees and the local coding co-
ecients.
2.6 Preserving Local Coding Vectors
We will see in this section that it is not only possible to have the same coding
points for all rate tuples, but that it is in fact possible to use, at each coding
point, the same set of local coding coecients for all rate tuples.is reduces
the complexity at the coding points. It is shown that we can calculate in ad-
vance specically chosen universal local coding vectors that can be reused for
all rate tuples. Note that the global coding vectors may be dierent for each
rate tuple.
Once universal local coding coecients have been found, they can be
used to construct network codes for dierent rate tuples using Procedure 2.
eorem 2.8. ere exists a set of universal local coding vectors that can be
repeatedly used in Procedure 2 and result in valid output codes.
Proof. Start from any achievable rate tuple and an orientation of the graph
supporting it. Assign orthonormal basis vectors as global coding vectors to
the source subtrees. Following the algebraic framework [49], let the coef-
cients of the local coding vectors be variables. We show that there exists
values for these variables that can be used as universal local coding vectors.
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Consider the transfer matrices to each terminal for each of the codes that
can be obtained by Procedure 2. Byeorem 2.7 we know that for the orienta-
tions obtained aer Step 3) there exists a valid network code.erefore, there
also exists a code using any set of orthonormal basis vectors as global coding
vectors at the source subtrees. Hence, the determinants of all these matrices
are non-identically zero polynomials.
Consider the polynomial formed as the product of the above determi-
nants.is is again a non-identically zero polynomial. Any set of coecients
for which the product polynomial evaluates to a non-zero value, results in
suitable local coding vectors.
e theorem states that one can construct a suitable code that allows to
preserve the same local coding vectors.
2.7 Discussion
In this chapter constructions have been provided that achieve arbitrary oper-
ating points in the achievable rate region for an undirected information ex-
change network, while using a single set of local coding vectors. Note that the
approach lends itself to asynchronous network operation: the intermediate
nodes in the network can deduce the coding operations they need to per-
form, based on the origin of the incoming packets, and without knowledge
of the operating point. As a side result, we also get an alternative proof to the
characterization of the exchange rate region. We also provide a proof fore-
orem 2.5 based on graph-theoretic properties, that gives additional insight in
our problem structure.
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3.1 Introduction
In this chapter we consider network coding on directed graphs that have ca-
pacities and costs assigned to the edges. e cost of an edge can represent,
for instance, the energy required to transmit over this edge.ere is a natural
tension between maximizing throughput and minimizing cost. Consider e.g.
the multicasting problem in the buttery network depicted in Figure 3.1, with
unit capacity edges and for each edge a cost one if it is used to transmit a sym-
bol. Figure 3.2 shows the canonical network code that achieves the maximum
possible throughput of 2, at a cost of 4 12 per symbol. Figure 3.3, on the other
hand, shows a solution achieving a cost 4 per symbol at a reduced throughput
of 1.
SR1 R2
a
1
b
1
c
1
e 1
d
1
g 1f 1
h
1
i
1
Figure 3.1: Buttery network with source S, receivers R1 and R2 and unit ca-
pacity edges a, b, . . . , i of cost one.
S
R1 R2
x y
x
y
x
yx + y
x + y x + y
Figure 3.2: Multicast of two symbols x and y, i.e. at throughput 2, at a cost per
symbol of 9/2 = 4 12 .
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It is well known that formulticasting on networks represented by directed
graphs, network coding can be benecial for the throughput [2]. Also, net-
work coding with a cost criterion has been considered [60]. Existing work,
however, has focussed either on maximizing throughput or minimizing cost.
In this chapter we show that a single network code can be used to trade-
o throughput against cost. In other words that a single code can be used to
operate at any achievable throughput–cost pair, subsequently referred to as
an operating point. More precisely, we construct a code for which the source
and intermediate nodes perform linear coding operations that do not have
to be changed if a dierent operating point is used. e only dierence be-
tween operating points is in which edges of the network are used. We refer
to this type of code as amulti-rate network code. Our interest is in multi-rate
codes that operate at the minimum possible cost for each of the values of the
throughput that are achievable.
In [23] a network code is constructed, that, like our multi-rate code, al-
lows to operate at dierent rates, while preserving local coding vectors. Cost
is, however, not taken into consideration in [23].e code that is constructed
uses all edges of the network, making it unsuitable for minimum-cost oper-
ation. Also, we consider a xed set of receivers, whereas in [23] the set of
receivers at a specic rate are all nodes in the network with a suciently large
min-cut.
e problemof constructing a network code formultiple operating points
is closely related to the problem of constructing a network code that is ro-
bust against a set of edge failure patterns, a problem considered e.g. in [49]
and [41]. e similarity to our work is that a single code needs to be con-
structed that is valid on dierent subgraphs.e dierence is that in [41, 49]
the supported rate on all subgraphs is the same, whereas we vary the rate.
In Section 3.2 we introduce our network model and some notation. Sec-
tion 3.3 briey discusses some issues related to network coding for minimum
cost. In Section 3.4 we provide a construction for a minimum-cost multi-rate
network code and show that it can be applied on all networks. In Section 3.5
we mention some interesting points for future research.
SR1 R2
x x
x x
Figure 3.3: Multicast of one symbol x, i.e. at throughput 1, at a cost per symbol
of 4/1 = 4.
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cg⃗(c) d g⃗(d)e
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c( f , h) c(h, i)
Figure 3.4: Line graph of the network from Figure 3.1, annotated with global
coding vectors g⃗(e), e ∈ E, and local coding coecients c(e , f ), (e , f ) ∈ L.
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3.2 Model
Our interest is in networks represented by directed acyclic graphs (V , E), i.e.,
graphs with vertex set V and edge set E, in which there is one source S ∈ V
that is supposed tomulticast its information to a set of receiversR ⊂ V .ere
is a non-negative cost associated with each edge.roughout this chapter we
will assume that all edges have unit capacity. However, our results are also
valid for networks with edges of arbitrary capacity. We assume that there is
no delay on the edges and that information ows through the acyclic network
in zero time.
For vertex v ∈ V , let δ+(v) and δ−(v) be the sets of edges whose head
respectively tail is v. Similarly for edge e ∈ E, let δ+(e) be the set of edges
whose head is equal to e’s tail, and δ−(e) those whose tail is e’s head. Let(E , L) be the line graph of (V , E), i.e.
L = {(e , f ) ∣ e ∈ E , f ∈ δ−(e)} . (3.1)
Let Fq be the eld of operation and xn ∈ Fq, n = 1, . . . ,N the information
symbols to be sent, collected in a row vector x = [x1, . . . , xN]. We call N the
dimension of the code. Let g⃗(e) ∈ FNq be the global coding vector of edge e ∈
E, i.e. the inner product ⟨g⃗(e), x⟩ is transmitted over edge e. Associate with
all (e , f ) ∈ L a local coding coecient c(e , f ) ∈ Fq. e coding operation
performed for an edge f ∈ E is given by
g⃗( f ) = ∑
e∈δ+( f ) c(e , f )g⃗(e). (3.2)
We will refer to g⃗( f ) as the global coding vector. e above denitions are
illustrated in Figure 3.4. Note that a network code will, in general, not utilize
all edges of the network. In that case, only a subset of the edges carries symbols
and the above denitions apply to the corresponding subgraph.
roughput is dened as the number of information symbols that are suc-
cessfully decoded by all receivers. Cost per symbol is dened as the sum of the
costs of all edges carrying a symbol, divided by the throughput.
SR1 R2
2 2
1
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1 1
Figure 3.5: e network from Figure 3.1 with a dierent cost assignment on
the edges such that the minimum-cost coding solution has throughput 2.
S
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Figure 3.6:e network from Figure 3.1 with dierent costs on the edges.e
thick edges depict a minimum cost solution at throughput 1.
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3.3 Network Coding at Minimum Cost
For minimum-cost routing it is sucient to use only a single path to each
receiver, i.e. in a network with unit capacity edges there always exists a solu-
tion with throughput one achieving minimum cost over all possible rates. If
network coding is allowed this is no longer true. Consider for example the
network from Figure 3.1, but with costs on the edges as depicted in Figure 3.5.
It is easy to verify that each solution at throughput 1 has cost at least 6,
whereas the canonical network code at throughput 2 has cost 5 12 per symbol.
In fact, in this network there is no tradeo between throughput and cost.is
example also demonstrates that for networks represented by directed graphs
network coding can achieve lower cost per symbol than routing only.
e above might suggest that the construction of a minimum-cost net-
work code is more complex than nding a minimum-cost routing solution.
However, it has been shown by Lun et al. that a minimum-cost network cod-
ing solution can be found in a distributed fashion in polynomial time [60].
e fact that the complexity of nding this solution is polynomial in time is
surprising, since the corresponding routing problem is a Steiner tree problem
that is known to be NP-complete [80].
e dierence between the construction of an arbitrary network code and
one that needs to operate at minimum cost is in the selection of the edges that
are used by the code. For an arbitrary code one can select, independently for
each receiver, any set of disjoint paths thatmeet the throughput requirements.
If we consider the network in Figure 3.6 at throughput 1, we see that this is
no longer the case for a minimum-cost network code.e edges that need to
be used by the code can, however, be found in polynomial time by means of
linear programming [60]. Aer the appropriate edges have been found, stan-
dard algorithms can be used to construct the minimum-cost network code,
e.g. the algorithm presented in [41].
In the remainder of this chapter we assume that for each operating point
a minimum-cost set of edges satisfying the throughput requirements is given.
Note that these dierent sets of edges correspond to the dierent subgraphs
that need to be considered when constructing a robust (in the sense that it is
resilient against link failures) network code [41, 49]. e main dierence is
that in our case, the supported rate on each subgraph is dierent.
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3.4 Multi-rate Network Coding
In this section we construct a network code for which the source is able to
control the throughput. We refer to this type of code as a multi-rate network
code.
Let h1, h2, . . . , hK , positive integers, h1 > h2 > ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ > hK , be the desired
throughputs for operating points 1, . . . ,K respectively. As stated in Section 3.3
we assume that for each operating point a set ofminimum-cost edges is given.
Let Ek ⊂ E be the edges for operating point k = 1, . . . ,K, with Lk ⊂ L dened
analogously to (3.1), i.e.,
Lk = {(e , f )∣e , f ∈ Ek , f ∈ δ−(e)} . (3.3)
Also, let EK1 = ⋃Kk=1 Ek and LK1 = ⋃Kk=1 Lk .
3.4.1 Encoding and Decoding
e dimension of the code, i.e. the number of symbols in x, needs to be high
enough to support throughput h1, the maximum throughput among the op-
erating points. For the other operating points, not all information symbols in
x will have to be used. In fact, since we operate at minimum cost, the number
of coded symbols observed by a receiver will be too low to decode all infor-
mation symbols.
We will construct a code in which, for each operating point, the source
and receivers agree on which information symbols in x will be used to trans-
mit actual information. We assume that at rate hk the rst hk symbols are
used.e remaining symbols are xed at zero by the source.
e receivers will observe a number of coded symbols for which the cod-
ing vectors span a subspace ofFNq . If the dimension of this subspace is smaller
than N , the observed symbols and their coding vectors by themselves are not
sucient to successfully decode, i.e. to solve the systemof linear equation rep-
resented by the coding vectors. Knowledge about which information symbols
are not used and xed at zeromakes decoding possible, however.e receiver
can immediately eliminate the corresponding variables from the system and
consider a reduced system of linear equations.
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3.4.2 Code Construction
Our code is dened in terms of global coding vectors g⃗∗(s), s ∈ (δ−(S) ∩ EK1 )
and local coding coecients c∗(e , f ), (e , f ) ∈ LK1 . A node v ∈ V in the
network is provided with c∗(e , f ), for all e , f ∈ EK1 for which e ∈ δ+(v) and
f ∈ δ−(v). Also, for all e ∈ δ−(v) and all k = 1, . . . ,K, v needs to know if
e ∈ Ek .
We assume that all nodes in the network have knowledge of the operat-
ing point chosen by the source. Justication comes from practical consid-
erations. Implementations of network coding that have been suggested, e.g.
in [11], transmit in the header of a packet, a coding vector that is used by all
symbols in the payload of the packet. We also include a description of the
operating point in the header.e overhead in terms of throughput and cost
of this is small.
At operating point k, an internal node v ∈ V upon receiving coded sym-
bols, for each outgoing edge f ∈ δ−(v), transmits a symbol coded according
to (3.2) if f ∈ Ek and does not transmit anything on f otherwise. e re-
ceivers consider the (reduced) system of linear equations of dimension hk as
described in Section 3.4.1 and successfully decode.
3.4.3 Existence of a Valid Code
With each of the operating points obtained by the multi-rate code presented
above we can associate a traditional network code, consisting of the coding
vectors used at that operating point. For k = 1, . . . ,K this code, for (e , f ) ∈
LK1 , has local coding coecients
ck(e , f ) = ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩c
∗(e , f ), if (e , f ) ∈ Lk
0, otherwise.
(3.4)
e global coding vectors transmitted by the source are
g⃗k(s) = ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩g⃗
∗(s), if s ∈ (δ−(S) ∩ Ek)
0, otherwise,
(3.5)
for s ∈ (EK1 ∩ δ−(S)).e remaining coding vectors are dened accordingly,
following (3.2). Finally, the source utilizes the rst hk information symbols.
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We need to nd g⃗∗(e) and c∗(e , f ) for which all K codes dened ac-
cording to (3.4) and (3.5) are valid, i.e. the vectors g⃗k(e) allow all receivers to
decode the rst hk information symbols assuming the remaining symbols are
kept zero.
eorem 3.1. If q is suciently large, there exist valid global coding vectors
g⃗∗(s) ∈ FNq and local coding coecients c∗(e , f ) ∈ Fq, s ∈ (δ−(S) ∩ EK1 ),(e , f ) ∈ LK1 .
Proof. Following the algebraic framework [49], introduce for all (e , f ) ∈ LK1
an unknown over Fq, i.e. let
c(e , f ) = αe , f , ∀(e , f ) ∈ LK1 . (3.6)
Also introduce unknowns for the coding vectors transmitted by the source,
i.e. let
g⃗(s) = [. . . βs,n . . .]Nn=1 , ∀s ∈ (δ−(S) ∩ EK1 ) . (3.7)
All coding vectors in the network can be expressed in these unknowns. Since
the network is acyclic, each entry of each coding vector is a bounded degree
polynomial in these unknowns.
We construct matrices AkR, R ∈ R, k = 1, . . . ,K that represent the sys-
tem of linear equations that needs to be solved by receiver R at operating
point k. First, let A˜kR be the concatenation of all g⃗(e) for which e ∈ EK1 is ob-
served by R and used at operating point k, i.e if we label the respective edges
as {e1, e2, . . . , ehk} = δ+(R) ∩ Ek ,
A˜kR =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
g⃗(e1)
g⃗(e2)⋮
g⃗(ehk)
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (3.8)
Since at operating point k, the source only uses the rst hk information
symbols, a receiver can eliminate the remaining symbols from the system by
considering only the rst hk columns of A˜kR. Let these be given by the hk × hk
matrix AˆkR.
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Also, since we need to consider the codes dened by (3.4) and (3.5), for
all entries in AˆkR put
αe , f = 0, ∀(e , f ) /∈ Lk (3.9)
and
βs,n = 0, ∀s ∈ (δ−(S) ∩ (EK1 /Ek)) , n = 1, . . . ,N . (3.10)
Denote the new matrix by AkR. Now, the codes dened by (3.4) and (3.5) are
valid if all AkR, R ∈R, k = 1, . . . ,K are full rank matrices.
In (V , Ek) the source has, by assumption, min-cut hk to each receiver.
ere exists therefore a routing solution, that routes information symbols
1, . . . , hk over edges in Ek to receiver R. is routing solution corresponds
to values of the unknowns αe , f , (e , f ) ∈ LK1 and βs,n, s ∈ (δ−(S) ∩ EK1 ),
n = 1, . . . ,N , that make the matrix AkR full rank. e determinant of AkR
is, therefore, a non-zero polynomial in these unknowns. Moreover, since the
degree of each entry is bounded, the degree of the determinant is bounded.
Hence, it has only a nite number of zeros.
Now consider the polynomial that is the product of the determinants of
all AkR. It has again a nite number of zeros. If the eld Fq is suciently large,
there exist therefore values for αe , f , (e , f ) ∈ LK1 and βs,n, s ∈ (δ−(S) ∩ EK1 ),
n = 1, . . . ,N , for which this product polynomial evaluates to a non-zero value.
erefore, for these values of the unknowns all individual determinants also
evaluate to non-zero and all AkR have full rank.
3.4.4 Example
Weconstruct aminimum-costmulti-rate code for the buttery network given
in Figure 3.1 for the operating points depicted in Figures 3.2 and 3.3. We have
K = 2, h1 = 2, h2 = 1, E1 = {a, b, c, d, e, f , g, h, i}, L1 = {(a, c), (a, e), (b, d),(b, g), (c, f ), (d , f ), ( f , h), ( f , i)}, E2 = {a, b, e, g}, L2 = {(a, e), (b, g)}.
One can verify that the canonical network code depicted in Figure 3.2
does not allow receiver R2 to decode at operating point 2.ere exists, how-
ever, the following solution over F2. Take c∗(e , f ) = 1, ∀(e , f ) ∈ L21 , and
g⃗∗(a) = [1 0] , g⃗∗(b) = [1 1] . (3.11)
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a
[1 0]
b
[1 1]
c[1 0] d [1 1]e[1 0]R1
f
[0 1]
g[1 1] R2
h[0 1]R1 i[0 1] R2
11 1 1
1 1
1 1
Figure 3.7: Line graph of the network of Figure 3.1 with global and local coding
vectors for a multi-rate code for the operating points depicted in Figures 3.2
and 3.3.
For operating point 1, the global coding vectors for the other nodes in the
network are depicted in Figure 3.7. At operating point 2 the coding vectors
for edges not in E2 are zero, the others are unaected.
At operating point 1, receivers R1 and R2 obtain the system of linear equa-
tions represented by the matrices
[ g⃗(e)g⃗(h)] = [1 00 1] and [g⃗(g)g⃗(i)] = [1 10 1] (3.12)
respectively. Since these are full rank matrices both receivers can decode.
At operating point 2 receiver R2 obtains only[g⃗(g)] = [1 1] , (3.13)
which corresponds to an underdetermined system, but since the source only
uses the rst information symbol the receiver can eliminate the second sym-
bol and succesfully decode. Receiver R1 obtains[g⃗(e)] = [1 0] (3.14)
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and can directly decode.
3.5 Discussion
In this chapter we have shown that network coding can be used to tradeo
throughput against cost. In the code that we construct, nodes need only one
set of coding vectors. Based on the operating point, nodes either perform
a linear coding operation that is the same for all operating points or do not
transmit anything on specied edges.
e idea to use one network code to tradeo throughput against cost,
holds many interesting questions for future research.e example from Sec-
tion 3.4.4 shows that the canonical network code on the buttery network
can not be used as the basis for a multi-rate code. ere does, however, ex-
ist a multi-rate code over the eld F2, which is the smallest eld required for
any code of throughput 2. It will be interesting to see if there always exists a
multi-rate code over a eld not larger than would be required by any of the
operating points individually.
From the proof ofeorem 3.1 it follows that a multi-rate code can be
constructed by considering an appropriate algebraic structure.is, however,
requires knowledge of the complete structure of the network. One could also
try to nd decentralized ways to construct a multi-rate code, using e.g. ideas
presented in [39].
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4.1 Introduction
In recent years there has been signicant interest in network coding with
the aim of reducing energy consumption in wireless networks by exploiting
broadcast. In this chapter we are interested in the energy benet of network
coding for wireless networks, which is the ratio of the minimum energy solu-
tion in a routing solution compared to the minimum energy network coding
solution, maximized over all congurations.
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It has been shown by Goel and Khanna [30] that the energy benet of
network coding formulticast problems inwireless networks is upper bounded
by a constant. e problem of reducing energy consumption for many-to-
many broadcast trac in wireless networks has been studied by Fragouli et
al. in [26] andWidmer and Le Boudec in [78], providing lower bounds on the
energy benet of network coding for specic topologies. More importantly,
algorithms have been presented in [26,78] that allow to exploit these benets
in practical scenarios, i.e., in a distributed fashion.
e above demonstrates that for multicast trac and for many-to-many
broadcast trac, there is some understanding of the energy benets of net-
work coding and how to exploit them. In order to reduce energy consumption
in practical networks, however, it is important to consider also multiple uni-
cast trac. Indeed, in practice a large part of the data will be generated by
unicast sessions. For the case of multiple unicast trac, contrary to multicast
and broadcast, notmuch is known.is chapter dealswith the energy benets
of network coding for wireless multiple unicast. Remember from the discus-
sion in Chapter 1 that for multicast, the problem of minimum-cost routing is
hard, whereas minimum-cost network coding is easy. In stark contrast, the
problem of minimum-cost multiple unicast routing is easy. One constructs
the minimum-cost solution, i.e., the shortest path, for each session individu-
ally.e minimum-cost multiple unicast network coding problem, however,
seems hard and in general very little is known.
Network coding for the multiple unicast problem in wireless networks
was rst studied by Wu et al. in [81], in which it was shown that in the infor-
mation exchange problem on the line network the energy saving achieved by
network coding is a factor two. e network codes that we construct in this
work are in a sense a generalization of the results on one dimensional net-
works [81], to higher dimensional networks.e networks considered in this
work are lattices. More specically, the hexagonal lattice and the rectangular
lattice. Eros et al. [19] and Kim et al. [48] have considered energy-ecient
network codes on the hexagonal lattice. We improve the lower bounds on
the energy savings of network on the hexagonal lattice given in [19]. More
precisely, we improve the previously known bound of 2.4 and obtain a new
bound of 3.
Kramer and Savari have developed techniques that can be used to up-
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per bound the achievable throughputs in a multiple unicast problem [51]. No
methods are known, however, to lower bound the cost of network coding
solutions for a conguration. A lower bound to the ratio of the minimum en-
ergy consumption of routing and coding solutions for a givenmultiple unicast
conguration was provided by Keshavarz-Haddad and Riedi in [47]. For the
type of congurations used in this thesis, however, the results from [47] give
the trivial lower bound of one. We will see, however, that network coding has
large energy savings for these congurations.
e class of decode-and-recombine has been introduced in Chapter 1. We
quickly restate the important properties of these codes:ey satisfy the con-
straint that each symbol in each linear combination that is transmitted is ex-
plicitly known by the node transmitting that linear combination. is is a
restriction from the general linear coding strategy, in which linear combi-
nations of coded messages can be retransmitted. e use of a decode-and-
recombine strategy results in reduced complexity. However, a question that
has to be addressed is, whether the use of decode-and-recombine codes leads
to a higher energy consumption than is strictly necessary. We answer this
question armatively. An upper bound of three on the energy benet of
decode-and-recombine codes has been given by Liu et al. [57]. One of the
contributions of this work is to show that larger energy benets can be ob-
tained by considering also other types of codes.
All the work that we referenced earlier in this section is based on the as-
sumption that all the energy that is consumed by a device is emitted by the
antenna. is is the model that we will use for most of this chapter. In the
last part of this chapter, however, we consider a more detailed energy con-
sumption model, taking also energy consumed by supporting circuitry into
account.
is chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2 we specify our model
and problem statement more precisely. Our main results are presented in
Section 4.3. Constructions of congurations that allow a large energy benet
for network coding and proofs of our results are given in Sections 4.4 and 4.5.
In Section 4.6 we provide an extension of the results from earlier sections to a
more detailed energy consumption model. In Section 4.7, nally, we discuss
our work.
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4.2 Model and Problem Statement
Let V ⊂ Rd be the nodes of a d-dimensional wireless network. We consider
a wireless network model with broadcast, where all nodes within range r of
a transmitting node can receive, and nodes outside this range cannot. More
precisely, given a transmission range r, a node v is broadcasting to all nodes
in the set {u ∈ V ∣ ∥u − v∥ ≤ r},
where ∥u − v∥ denotes the Euclidean norm of u − v. Since we are interested
in energy consumption only, we can schedule all transmissions sequentially.
Hence, we can assume that there is no interference. We assume that signals
are attenuated exponentially over distance with path loss exponent α. More-
over, we assume a xed transmission rate. Hence, in order to have correct
reception of a message, we require the signal to noise ratio to be above a cer-
tain threshold, i.e., to have transmit power proportional to rα . Summarizing:
e energy required to transmit one unit of information to all other nodes
within range r equals crα , where α is the path loss exponent and c some con-
stant. In analyzing the energy consumption of nodes, we will consider only
the energy consumed by transmitting. Receiver energy consumption as well
as energy consumed by processing are assumed to be negligible compared
to transmitter energy consumption. In particular, note that little additional
processing is required for network coding, compared to the processing that is
performed in a traditional wireless protocol stack. In Section 4.6 we will ana-
lyze the inuence of the assumption that processing costs and receiver energy
consumption are negligible.
e trac pattern that we consider is multiple unicast. All symbols are
from the eld F2, i.e., they are bits and addition corresponds to the xor op-
eration.e source of each unicast session has a sequence of source symbols
that need to be delivered to the corresponding destination. LetM be the set of
unicast sessions. We call {V ,M , r} a wireless multiple unicast conguration.
We will compare energy consumption of routing and network coding.
Our goal is to establish lower bounds on themaximumof the ratio of themin-
imum energy required by routing and network coding solutions, where the
maximum is over all congurations. We will refer to this ratio as the energy
benet of network coding. Let Ecoding(V ,M , r) and Erouting(V ,M , r) be the
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minimum energy required for network coding and routing solutions, respec-
tively, for a conguration {V ,M , r}.e energy consumption of a coding or
routing scheme is dened as the time-average of the total energy spent by all
nodes in the network to deliver one symbol for each unicast session. In an-
alyzing coding schemes we will ignore the energy consumption in an initial
startup phase and consider only steady-state behavior.
Note that the energy consumption per transmission equals crα . ere-
fore, the transmission range r is an important factor in the energy consump-
tion.erefore, it is of particular interest to optimize the transmission range
such that energy consumption is minimized. In this work we consider two
dierent quantities: 1) Bxed, denoting the energy benet that can be obtained
if the transmission range is given and xed and 2) Bvar, denoting the energy
benet that can be obtained if one is allowed to optimize the transmission
range. Note that the transmission range can be individually optimized for the
routing and network coding scenarios. More precisely, the goal of this work
is to establish lower bounds on
Bxed(d) = maxV ,M ,r Erouting(V ,M , r)Ecoding(V ,M , r) ,
where the maximization is over all node locations V ⊂ Rd , multiple unicast
sessions M and transmission ranges r, with the transmission range equal for
the routing and network coding solutions, and
Bvar(d) = max
V ,M
minr Erouting(V ,M , r)
minr Ecoding(V ,M , r) ,
where the maximization is over all node locations V ⊂ Rd and multiple uni-
cast sessions M, with the transmission range optimized individually for the
routing and network coding solutions. If no confusion can arise, we will omit
dependency on d in the notation for Bxed and Bvar.
Since in Bxed, r is equal for Erouting and Ecoding, the energy per transmis-
sion is equal in Erouting and Ecoding and the benet is equal to the ratio of the
number of transmissions required in routing and network coding solutions.
Since we are interested in energy consumption only, we can assume that
all transmissions are scheduled sequentially and/or that there is no interfer-
ence. All coding and routing schemes that we consider proceed in time slots
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or rounds. In each time slot all nodes are allowed to transmit one or more
messages. We assume that the length of the time slot is large enough to ac-
commodate sequential transmission of all messages in that round. Coding
operations will be based on messages received in previous time slots only.
Finally, we assume that all nodes have complete knowledge of the network
topology and the network code that is being used.
To conclude this section, we introduce here some of the notation that
will be used in the remainder of the chapter. e symbol transmitted by a
node v ∈ V in time slot t is denoted by xt(v). If v transmits more than one
symbol in time slot t, these will be distinguished by a superscript, giving,
for instance, x1t(v) and x2t (v). Nodes are represented by vectors. Given vec-
tors u = (u1, . . . , ud) and v = (v1, . . . , vd), let u lk ≜ (uk , . . . , ul), (u, v) ≜(u1, . . . , ud , v1, . . . , vd) and u/i ≜ (u1, . . . , ui−1, ui+1, . . . , ud) = (ui−11 , udi+1).
Unicast sessions are denoted by mi(u), with i an integer and u a vector.
We will see in Sections 4.4 and 4.5 that u denes the location of the source
and i the relative location of the destination, i.e., the direction of the session.
In some cases mi(u) will be denoted as mi(u1, ud2 ) or similar forms. e t-
th source symbol of a session mi(u) is denoted by mit(u). e source and
destination of session mi(u) are denoted by si(u) and r i(u) respectively.
4.3 Results
We provide lower bounds on Bvar and Bxed.
eorem 4.1. e ratio of the minimum energy consumption of routing solu-
tions and theminimum energy consumption of network coding solutions, maxi-
mized over all node locations, multiple unicast sessions and transmission ranges,
with the transmission range equal for the routing and network coding solutions,
is at least 2d/⌊√d⌋, i.e.,
Bxed(d) ≥ 2d⌊√d⌋ .
e result states that Bxed is at least 2, 4 and 6 for 1, 2 and 3-dimensional
networks, respectively. e result that Bxed is at least 2 in one dimensional
networks also follows from the results in [81]. e lower bound 4 for 2-
dimensional networks exceeds the previously known bound of 2.4 [19].is
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K + 1 nodes
(a) (b)
Figure 4.1: Conguration for which Erouting/Ecoding = 2d/⌊√d⌋ is achievable,
with d = 2 depicted here. Nodes are located at integer coordinates in a d-
dimensional space, with connectivity given by r = √d, as depicted in (a).
Unicast sessions are placed according to (b).
new lower bound is of particular interest, since it exceeds the upper bound of
3 for decode-and-recombine type network codes [57]. Indeed, the code that
we construct does not follow a decode-and-recombine strategy. is shows
that energy can be saved by considering strategies other than decode-and-
recombine. No lower bounds for three dimensional networks have been pre-
viously established.
Before provingeorem 4.1 in Section 4.5 we provide some intuition.e
conguration used to proofeorem 4.1 has nodes placed at a d-dimensional
rectangular lattice, connectivity r = √d and is parametrized by an integer
K controlling the size of the network. e network is given in Figure 4.1 for
d = 2 and K = 5. For d = 2 the result ofeorem 4.1 is obtained as follows.
First consider the case of routing. Note, that the minimum-energy solution is
to route all packets along the shortest path between source and destination.
erefore, all nodes in the interior of the network will need to transmit four
times. Now, for the case of network coding, we will show in Section 4.5 that
it is possible to construct a network code in which each node in the interior
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of the network is transmitting only once in each time slot.erefore, by con-
sidering large K and neglecting the energy consumption at the borders of the
network the obtained energy benet is 4.
In Section 4.5 we will consider the general case of arbitrary d. Again, the
network coding solution will be such that each of the Kd +O(Kd−1) nodes in
the interior of the network is transmitting only once in each time slot. In an-
alyzing the routing solution some care needs to the taken. Since r = √d, the
number of hops that need to be taken on the shortest path between source
and destination equals ⌈K/⌊√d⌋⌉. By noting that the number of sessions
is roughly equal to the number of nodes at the border of the network, i.e.,
2dKd−1 + O(Kd−2), and ignoring all transmission from nodes at the border
of the network, we establish
Bxed(d) ≥ limK→∞ [2dKd−1 +O(Kd−2)] ⌈K/⌊
√
d⌋⌉
Kd +O(Kd−1) (4.1)
= lim
K→∞ 2d/⌊
√
d⌋Kd +O(Kd−1)
Kd +O(Kd−1) (4.2)= 2d⌊√d⌋ . (4.3)
Details of the conguration and a proof of eorem 4.1 are given in Sec-
tion 4.5.
e conguration and network code construction used foreorem 4.1
are not useful for obtaining bounds on Bvar. Since, r = √d, the cost per
transmission in the network coding scheme is cdα/2. One can verify, however,
that the optimal transmission range under routing is r = 1. is requires K
hops per session, with the cost per transmission equal c. Using the network
code described above and the optimal routing solution at r = 1 gives
Bvar(d) ≥ lim
K→∞ cK
[2dKd−1 +O(Kd−2)]
cdα/2 [Kd +O(Kd−1)] (4.4)= 2d1−α/2, (4.5)
which is at most 2, since α ≥ 2. Note that it was already shown in [81] that
Bvar(1) ≥ 2 and in [19] that Bvar(2) ≥ 2.4.
By considering a dierent conguration we show that Bvar(2) ≥ 3.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.2: Conguration for which Erouting/Ecoding = 3 is achievable. Nodes
are a subset of the hexagonal lattice, with connectivity as depicted in (a). Uni-
cast sessions are placed according to (b).
eorem 4.2. For 2-dimensional wireless networks, the ratio of the minimum
energy consumption of routing solutions and the minimum energy consump-
tion of network coding solutions, maximized over all node locations and multi-
ple unicast sessions, with the transmission range optimized individually for the
routing and network coding solutions, is at least 3, i.e., Bvar(2) ≥ 3.
Here we provide an intuitive explanation of this result; details of the con-
guration and a proof ofeorem 4.2 are provided in Section 4.4. e re-
sult is established using a multiple unicast conguration on a subset of the
2-dimensional hexagonal lattice as depicted in Figure 4.2.e minimum cost
routing solution on this network follows shortest paths for all sessions and
will require all nodes in the interior of the network to transmit three times
in order to deliver one symbol for each session. In Section 4.4 we construct
a network code in which each node in the interior is only transmitting once
per delivered symbol. By making the size of the network large, the inuence
of the borders becomes negligible. Hence, the energy benet is 3.
Besides providing new lower bounds on the energy benet of network,
the network codes that are constructed in this chapter are of interest by them-
selves.ey might lead to insight in how to operate in networks with another
structure. Finally, even though the case d > 3 is not of any practical relevance,
the bounds as well as the code constructions might lead to a better insight for
(0, 0) (1, 0)
(0, 1)
(K , 0)
(0, K)
Figure 4.3: Nodes at a subset of the hexagonal lattice with the connectivity
induced by a transmission range r = 1. e size of the network is controlled
by K, with K = 5 in this gure.
s1(1), r3(4)
s1(2), r3(3)
s1(3), r3(2)
s1(4), r3(1) s2(1), r1(4)
s3(4)
r2(1)
s2(2), r1(3)
s3(3)
r2(2)
s2(3), r1(2)
s3(2)
r2(3)
s2(4), r1(1)
s3(1)
r2(4)
Figure 4.4:e unicast sessions on the network from Figure 4.3.
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lower dimensional networks.
4.4 An Ecient Code on the Hexagonal Lattice
In this section we present amultiple unicast conguration in which the nodes
form a subset of the hexagonal lattice. It will be shown that the energy benet
on this conguration is 3, provingeorem 4.2. Since the code construction
used here is less involved then the construction used to proveeorem 4.1,
we start with the proof ofeorem 4.2. is section is organized as follows.
In Subsection 4.4.1 we present the conguration in more detail aer which
we give the construction of the network code in Subsection 4.4.2. Subsec-
tion 4.4.3 is used to prove that the code is valid. Finally, in Subsection 4.4.4 we
analyze the energy consumption of the network code and proveeorem 4.2.
4.4.1 Conguration
e size of the conguration is parametrized by a positive integer K. e
nodes V form a subset of the hexagonal lattice. We index nodes with a tuple(v1, v2) ∈ N2. V is given by
V = {(v1, v2)∣v1, v2 ≥ 0, v1, v2 ≤ K , v1 + v2 ≤ K}. (4.6)
e location of node v ∈ V in R2 is given by vG, where
G = [ 1 01/2 √3/2] . (4.7)
Let
○
V denote the interior of the network, i.e.,
○
V = {v ∈ V ∣ v1, v2 > 0, v1, v2 < K , v1 + v2 < K} . (4.8)
e transmission range that we are interested in is r = 1.is leads to connec-
tivity between the six nearest neighbours. Hence, the neighbours of a node(u1, u2) ∈ ○V are
(u1−1, u2+1), (u1, u2+1), (u1−1, u2), (u1+1, u2), (u1, u2−1), (u1+1, u2−1).
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e nodes V and the connectivity are depicted in Figure 4.3.
ere are 3(K − 1) unicast sessions, denoted by m1(i), m2(i) and m3(i),
1 ≤ i ≤ K−1. Sources and destinations of the sessions are positioned as follows
m1(i) ∶ s1(i) = (0, i), r1(i) = (K − i , i) (4.9)
m2(i) ∶ s2(i) = (i ,K − i), r2(i) = (i , 0) (4.10)
m3(i) ∶ s3(i) = (K − i , 0), r3(i) = (0,K − i), (4.11)
as depicted in Figure 4.4. Remember from Section 4.2, that sessionm j(i) has
the sequence of source symbols m j0(i),m j1(i),m j2(i), . . . to be transferred.
4.4.2 Network Code
e network code is such that in each time slot a new source symbol from
each session is transmitted. Also, one symbol of each session is decoded by
its destination in each time slot. Aer successfully decoding a symbol it is
retransmitted by the destination in the next time slot. Nodes at the border
will, therefore, transmit twice in each time slot. Nodes in the interior of the
network transmit only once. e symbol that they transmit is a linear com-
bination of one symbol from each of the sessions for which the shortest path
between source and destination includes that node.
e operation of the network code is demonstrated in Figure 4.5 in which
the transmissions of all nodes in the rst four time slots are depicted. Dierent
transmissions by the same node are separated by a comma. Note, moreover,
that there is a startup phase, time slots 0 to 2, in which not all destinations are
able to decode a symbol. From time slot 3 onwards all destinations decode
one symbol in every time slot. In analyzing the energy consumption of the
coding scheme, we will ignore the startup phase.
e symbol transmitted at t = 3 by the node with the dotted border can
be obtained by summing all transmissions from nodes with a dashed border
in earlier time slots. Indeed
m11(3) +m21(2) +m10(1) +m30(2) +m22(1) +m11(3) +m12(2)+m30(2) +m10(1) +m21(2) +m31(1) = m12(2) +m22(1) +m31(1). (4.12)
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is coding operation (i.e., in time slot t a node transmits the sum of what
was transmitted by its top-le neighbour in time slot t − 2, by its top right-
neighbour in time slot t − 1, etc., as visualized in Figure 4.5) is performed by
all nodes that are in the interior of the network. e idea behind the coding
operation is to cancel, bymeans of the XORoperation, all symbols that should
not be retransmitted. In (4.12), for instance, we have m11(3) +m11(3) = 0.e
exact operation of the network code is made more precise in the remainder
of this subsection. e coding operation for interior nodes is given in exact
form in (4.17).
Nodes at the border of the network operate as follows. Let 0 < u2 < K. In
time slot t node (0, u2) transmits two symbols x1t(0, u2) and x3t (0, u2), where
Le border:
x1t(0, u2) = m1t(u2),
x3t (0, u2) = m3t−u2(K − u2). (4.13)
Since (0, u2) is the source of session m1(u2) it has source symbol m1t(u2)
available. Also, (0, u2) is the destination for session m3(K − u2). It remains
to be shown that symbol m3t−u2(K − u2) can be decoded by (0, u2) using the
information obtained from its neighbours up to time slot t. For notational
convenience let
Le border: xt(0, u2) ≜ x1t(0, u2) + x3t (0, u2). (4.14)
In similar fashionwe have the following transmissions at the right and bottom
borders of the network
Right border:
x1t(v1, v2) = m1t−v1(v2),
x2t (v1, v2) = m2t(v1),
xt(v1, v2) ≜ x1t(v1, v2) + x2t (v1, v2), (4.15)
Bottom border:
x2t (u1, 0) = m2t−K+u1(u1),
x3t (u1, 0) = m3t(K − u1),
xt(u1, 0) ≜ x2t (u1, 0) + x3t (u1, 0), (4.16)
where u1, v1, v2 > 0, u1, v1, v2 < K and v1 + v2 = K. Moreover, xt(v1, v2) and
xt(u1, 0) are not symbols that are transmitted, but only notational shortcuts.
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Figure 4.5: Example operation of the network code of Section 4.4, with K = 4.
e transmisssions of all nodes in the time slots 0, . . . , 3 are depicted. Dier-
ent transmissions by the same node are separated by a comma.
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Figure 4.5: (Cont’d)e symbol transmitted at t = 3 by the node with dot-
ted border can be obtained by summing all transmissions from nodes with a
dashed border in earlier time slots.
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Nodes in the interior of the network transmit once in each time slot. Let(u1, u2) ∈ ○V .e coding operation it performs is given by
xt(u1,u2) = xt−1(u1 − 1, u2)+ xt−2(u1 − 1, u2 + 1) + xt−1(u1, u2 + 1)+ xt−3(u1, u2) + xt−2(u1 + 1, u2)+ xt−2(u1, u2 − 1) + xt−1(u1 + 1, u2 − 1).
(4.17)
4.4.3 Validity of the Network Code
We need to show that destinations can decode in time in order to retransmit
the required symbols according to (4.13), (4.15) and (4.16). In order to do so
we rst analyze how data propagates through the network. If we look at the
nodes in the network that transmit linear combinations that contain a certain
source symbol, we see that symbols propagate exactly along the shortest paths
between source and destination. is is made more precise in the following
two lemmas.
Lemma 4.3. Let 0 < u2 < K. Assume that the only non-zero source symbol
transmitted in the network is m10(u2) by node (0, u2) in time slot 0. en, for
all t ≥ 0 and (v1, v2) ∈ ○V
xt(v1, v2) = ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩m
1
0(u2), if v1 = t, v2 = u2,
0, otherwise.
(4.18)
Proof. We use induction over time.e base case is time slot t = 0, for which
it is readilly veried that the statement is true. Now, for the induction step
suppose that the lemma holds for all t′ smaller than t. is implies that for
all τ > 0 and (v1, v2) ∈ ○V ,
xt−τ(v1, v2) = xt−τ−1(v1 − 1, v2). (4.19)
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Hence,
xt(v1, v2) = xt−1(v1 − 1, v2) + xt−2(v1 − 1, v2 + 1) + xt−1(v1, v2 + 1)+ xt−3(v1, v2) + xt−2(v1 + 1, v2)+ xt−2(v1, v2 − 1) + xt−1(v1 + 1, v2 − 1)= xt−1(v1 − 1, v2) + xt−2(v1 − 1, v2 + 1) + xt−2(v1 − 1, v2 + 1)+ xt−3(v1, v2) + xt−3(v1, v2)+ xt−2(v1, v2 − 1) + xt−2(v1, v2 − 1)= xt−1(v1 − 1, v2), (4.20)
which by the induction hypothesis is equal to m10(u2) if v1 = t and v2 = u2
and zero otherwise.
Lemma 4.4. Let (u1, u2) ∈ ○V. We have
xt(u1, u2) = m1t−u1(u2) +m2t−K+u1+u2(u1) +m3t−u2(K − u1 − u2).
Proof. From Lemma 4.3, the time-invariance of the system, and the symme-
try of the coding operation (4.17) of the internal nodes.
We are now ready to prove that the destinations can correctly decode
source symbols. We present the decoding procedure for nodes on the right
border of the network.e decoding procedures at the other borders can be
obtained by exploiting the symmetry of the system.
Lemma 4.5. Consider (u1, u2), with u1 + u2 = K, 0 < u2 < K, i.e., the destina-
tion of session m1(u2). It can decode symbol m1t−u1(u2) at the end of time slot
t − 1 as
x2t−2(u1 − 1, u2 + 1) + xt−1(u1 − 1, u2) + x2t−3(u1, u2)+ xt−2(u1, u2 − 1) + x1t−1(u1 + 1, u2 − 1). (4.21)
Proof. From Lemma 4.4 and (4.15) it follows that (4.21) equals
m1t−u1(u2) +m1t−u1−2(u2 − 1) +m1t−u1−2(u2 − 1)+m2t−2(u1 − 1) +m2t−2(u1 − 1) +m2t−3(u1) +m2t−3(u1)+m3t−u2−1(1) +m3t−u2−1(1) = m1t−u1(u2).
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4.4.4 Energy Consumption
e energy consumption of the network coding scheme presented above is
given in the following lemma.
Lemma 4.6. minr Ecoding(V ,M , r) ≤ Ecoding(V ,M , 1) ≤ c2K2 +O(K).
Proof. From (4.13)–(4.17) we have that each of the 3(K−1) nodes at the border
that are source or destination are transmitting twice in each time slot. Each
of the (K − 1)(K − 2)/2 internal nodes is transmitting once in each time slot.
Since r = 1, the energy consumption per transmission is c.is gives
Ecoding(V ,M , 1) ≤ 6c(K − 1) + c(K − 1)(K − 2)/2 = c2K2 +O(K).
Next, we give the minimum energy required by a routing solution.
Lemma 4.7. minr Erouting(V ,M , r) = Erouting(V ,M , 1) = 3c2 K2 +O(K).
Proof. Since we consider routing we need to take the shortest path for each
session. Since the energy consumption per hop equals crα , the energy con-
sumption under routing is minimized for r = 1. Now, we see that the num-
ber of transmissions required to deliver a symbol for the sessions {m1(k)}K−1k=1
equals K(K−1)/2. Adding the transmissions for sessions of type 2 and 3 gives
Erouting(V ,M , 1) = 3c2 K(K − 1) = 3c2 K2 +O(K).
Using the above two lemmas we are able to proveeorem 4.2.
Proof ofeorem 4.2. Remember, that Bvar is dened as the maximum of
minr Erouting(V ,M , r)
minr Ecoding(V ,M , r)
over V and M. Hence, minr Erouting(V ,M , r)/minr Ecoding(V ,M , r) for any
specic V andM will provide a lower bound to Bvar.
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In addition, any upper bound to minr Ecoding(V ,M , r) will result in a
lower bound to Bvar. Hence, from Lemmas 4.6 and 4.7 we have
Bvar(2) ≥ lim
K→∞ minr Erouting(V ,M , r)minr Ecoding(V ,M , r)
≥ lim
K→∞ Erouting(V ,M , 1)Ecoding(V ,M , 1)
≥ lim
K→∞
3c
2 K
2 +O(K)
c
2K2 +O(K)= 3.
4.5 An Ecient Code on the Rectangular Lattice
In this section we present amultiple unicast conguration in which the nodes
are placed at integer coordinates in a d-dimensional space, i.e., at the rectan-
gular lattice.
4.5.1 Conguration
e size of the conguration is parametrized by a positive integer K. We have
V = {(v1, . . . , vd) ∣ 0 ≤ vi ≤ K , i = 1, . . . , d}. (4.22)
e interior of the network is given by
○
V = {v ∈ V ∣ 0 < vi < K , i = 1, . . . , d}. (4.23)
We will make us of
V¯ = {v ∈ V ∣ ∃ unique i ∶ vi ∈ {0,K}}, (4.24)
which corresponds to those nodes that are part of exactly one face of the net-
work.
e transmission range that will be used is r = √d. is transmission
range induces a neighbourhood consisting of all neighbours within distance
(0, 0)
(0, 1)
(0, K)
(1, 0) (K , 0)
Figure 4.6: Nodes at a subset of the d-dimensional rectangular lattice, d = 2
depicted in the gure, with the connectivity induced by a transmission range
r = √d.e size of the network is controlled by K, with K = 5 in this gure.
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Figure 4.7:e unicast sessions on the network from Figure 4.6.
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√
d. e coding operation of our network code is based on only part of the
neighbourhood, i.e., it uses
Nv = {u ∈ V ∣ ∣ui − vi ∣ ≤ 1 ∀i , u ≠ v}. (4.25)
Note, that for d ≤ 3, Nv corresponds to the complete neighbourhood of v.
We will be using dist(u, v) ≜ ∥u − v∥1 = ∑di=1 ∣ui − vi ∣, i.e., dist(u, v) denotes
the Manhattan distance from u to v. e network and its connectivity are
depicted for d = 2 in Figure 4.6.
A source is located at each v ∈ V¯ . erefore, there are ∣V¯ ∣ = 2d(K −
1)d−1 sessions. If vi = 0, we denote the session corresponding to this source
by mi(v/i). Recall from Section 4.2 that v/i denotes the d − 1 dimensional
vector obtained by removing the i-th element from v. If vi = K, we denote the
session by md+i(v/i). e destination of each session is located at the other
side of the network, i.e., we have r i(v/i) = sd+i(v/i) and rd+i(v/i) = si(v/i).
e positions of sources and destinations are depicted for d = 2 in Figure 4.7.
It can be seen that mi(v/i) and md+i(v/i) form oppositely directed sessions.
4.5.2 Network code
We introduce sets Θδ ⊂ {1, . . . , 2d}, 0 ≤ δ ≤ d, which are dened recursively
as follows
Θd = {d}, (4.26)
Θδ = (Θδ+1 − 1)∆(Θδ+1 + 1), 0 < δ < d , (4.27)
Θ0 = ((Θ1 − 1)∆(Θ1 + 1))/{0}, (4.28)
where ∆ denotes symmetric dierence and Θδ ± 1 = {τ± 1∣τ ∈ Θδ}. Note, that
irrespective of d we have 1 ∈ Θ1. As an example for d = 2 we have Θ2 = {2},
Θ1 = {1, 3} and Θ0 = {4}.
e scheme is very similar in avour to the scheme presented in Sec-
tion 4.4, its operation is demonstrated in Figure 4.8 in which, for d = 2 and
K = 3, the transmissions of all nodes in the rst four time slots are depicted.
e operation of the scheme is such that in time slot t sources transmit the
t-th source symbol and destinations decode the (t−K)-th source symbol. Be-
sides transmitting a new source symbol in each time slot, sources/destinations
m10(1),
0
m10(2),
0
m20(1),
0
m20(2),
0
m30(1),
0
m30(2),
0
m40(1),
0
m40(2),
0
0 0
0 0
(a) t = 0
m11(1),
0
m11(2),
0
m21 (1),
0
m21 (2),
0
m31(1),
0
m31(2),
0
m41 (1),
0
m41 (2),
0
m10(1)+
m20(1) m
2
0(2)+
m30(1)
m10(2)+
m40(1) m
3
0(2)+
m40(2)
(b) t = 1
Figure 4.8: Example operation of the network code of Section 4.5, with K = 3.
e transmisssions of all nodes in the time slots 0, . . . , 3 are depicted. Dier-
ent transmissions by the same node are separated by a comma.
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Figure 4.8: (Cont’d)e symbol transmitted at t = 3 by the node with dot-
ted border can be obtained by summing all transmissions from nodes with a
dashed border in earlier time slots.
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will also retransmit the symbol that has been decoded in that time slot, i.e.,
they transmit two dierent symbols in each time slot. In the gure, dierent
transmissions by the same node are separated by a comma. Nodes in the in-
terior of the network transmit only once. e symbol that they transmit is
a linear combination of one symbol from each of the sessions for which the
shortest path between source and destination includes that node.e symbol
transmitted at t = 3 by the node with the dotted border can be obtained by
summing all transmissions from nodes with a dashed border in earlier time
slots.is coding operation is performed by all nodes that are in the interior
of the network.e exact operation of the network code ismademore precise
in the remainder of this subsection.e coding operation for interior nodes
is given in exact form in (4.32).
Let node v ∈ V¯ . Remember, that v ∈ V¯ implies that there exists a unique
i such that vi ∈ {0,K}. Node v transmits
x it(v) = mit−v i(v/i) (4.29)
and
xd+it (v) = md+it−K+v i(v/i). (4.30)
For notational convenience, let
xt(v) ≜ x it(v) + xd+it (v). (4.31)
e coding operation performed by an internal node is as follows
xt(v) = ∑
u∈Nv∪{v} ∑τ∈Θdist(u ,v) xt−τ(u). (4.32)
4.5.3 Validity of the Network Code
e following result follows directly from the denition of the sets Θδ , but
is stated here as a lemma because of its importance in the remainder of the
chapter.
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Lemma 4.8. Let {xt} be a sequence of symbols from F2 and let 0 < δ < d. We
have
∑
τ∈Θδ xt−τ = ∑τ∈Θδ+1 [xt−τ+1 + xt−τ−1] , (4.33)∑
τ∈Θ0 xt−τ = ∑τ∈Θ1/{1} xt−τ+1 + ∑τ∈Θ1 xt−τ−1. (4.34)
Lemma 4.9. Consider node (0, ud2 ) ∈ V¯ . Assume that the only non-zero source
symbol transmitted in the network is m10(ud2 ) by node (0, ud2 ) in time slot 0.
en
xt(v) = ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩m
1
0(ud2 ), if v1 = t, vd2 = ud2 ,
0, otherwise,
(4.35)
for all v ∈ V and t ≥ 0.
Proof. We use induction over t. At time t = 0 the lemma holds, giving us our
base case. Now suppose that the lemma holds for all time slots smaller than
t. If v ∈ V¯ the lemma follows directly from (4.29)–(4.31). In the remainder we
consider u ∈ ○V . From the induction hypothesis it follows that for any t′ < t
xt′(u) = xt′−1(u1 − 1, ud2 ). (4.36)
If u1 = K − 1, it follows from (4.29) and the induction hypothesis that
xt′−1(u) = xt′(u1 + 1, ud2 ). (4.37)
Now, at t the coding operation performed by u can be decomposed as
xt(u) = ∑
w∈Nu∪{v} ∑τ∈Θdist(w ,u) xt−τ(w) = ∑w∈Nu ∶w1=u1 g(w),
where
g(w) = ∑
τ∈Θdist(w ,u)+1 xt−τ(w1 − 1,wd2 )+ ∑
τ∈Θdist(w ,u) xt−τ(w) + ∑τ∈Θdist(w ,u)+1 xt−τ(w1 + 1,wd2 ). (4.38)
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In the remainder we show that
g(w) = ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩xt−1(w1 − 1,w
d
2 ), if w = u
0, otherwise,
(4.39)
which proves the lemma, since by the induction hypothesis xt−1(u1 − 1, ud2 ) =
m10(ud2 ) if u1 = t and zero otherwise.
For w ≠ u we have
g(w) = ∑
τ∈Θdist(w ,u)+1 xt−τ(w1 − 1,wd2 ) + ∑τ∈Θdist(w ,u) xt−τ(w)+ ∑
τ∈Θdist(w ,u)+1 xt−τ(w1 + 1,wd2 )= ∑
τ∈Θdist(w ,u)+1 xt−τ(w1 − 1,wd2 ) + ∑τ∈Θdist(w ,u)+1 xt−τ+1(w)+ ∑
τ∈Θdist(w ,u)+1 xt−τ−1(w) + ∑τ∈Θdist(w ,u)+1 xt−τ(w1 + 1,wd2 )= ∑
τ∈Θdist(w ,u)+1 xt−τ(w1 − 1,wd2 ) + ∑τ∈Θdist(w ,u)+1 xt−τ(w1 − 1,wd2 )+ ∑
τ∈Θdist(w ,u)+1 xt−τ(w1 + 1,wd2 ) + ∑τ∈Θdist(w ,u)+1 xt−τ(w1 + 1,wd2 )= 0,
where the second equality follows from Lemma 4.8, the third equality follows
from (4.36)–(4.37) and the last equality holds because we work over F2.
For w = u we have
g(u) = ∑
τ∈Θ1 xt−τ(u1 − 1, ud2 ) + ∑τ∈Θ0 xt−τ(u)+ ∑
τ∈Θ1 xt−τ(u1 + 1, ud2 )= ∑
τ∈Θ1 xt−τ(u1 − 1, ud2 ) + ∑τ∈Θ1/{1} xt−τ+1(u)+ ∑
τ∈Θ1 xt−τ−1(u) + ∑τ∈Θ1 xt−τ(w1 + 1,wd2 )
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= ∑
τ∈Θ1 xt−τ(u1 − 1, ud2 ) + ∑τ∈Θ1/{1} xt−τ(u1 − 1, ud2 )+ ∑
τ∈Θ1 xt−τ(u1 + 1, ud2 ) + ∑τ∈Θ1 xt−τ(u1 + 1, ud2 )= xt−1(u1 − 1, ud2 ).
Lemma 4.10. Let u ∈ ○V
xt(u) = d∑
i=1 [mit−u i(u/i) +md+it−K+u i(u/i)] . (4.40)
Proof. By linearity, time-invariance and symmetry of (4.32) together with
Lemma 4.9.
We are now ready to prove that the destinations can correctly decode
source symbols. We present the decoding procedure for nodes on the right
border of the network, i.e., for nodes of type (K , ud2 ) ∈ V¯ .e decoding pro-
cedures at the other borders can be obtained by exploiting the symmetry of
the system.
Lemma 4.11. Consider node u = (K , ud2 ) ∈ V¯ . At the end of time slot t − 1 it
can decode symbol m1t−K(ud2 ) as
∑
v∈Nu ∶
v1<K
∑
τ∈Θdist(u ,v) xt−τ(v) + ∑v∈Nu ∶
v1=K
∑
τ∈Θdist(u ,v)+1[x1t−τ+1(v) + xd+1t−τ−1(v)]
+ ∑
τ∈Θ1/{1} x
1
t−τ+1(u) + ∑
τ∈Θ1 x
d+1
t−τ−1(u)]. (4.41)
Proof. First note that all terms in (4.41) correspond to symbols that have been
received by (K , ud2 ) before or in time slot t − 1.
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Now, from Lemma 4.10 we have
∑
v∈Nu ∶
v1<K
∑
τ∈Θdist(u ,v) xt−τ(v)
= ∑
v∈Nu ∶
v1<K
∑
τ∈Θdist(u ,v)
d∑
i=1 [mit−v i−τ(v/i) +md+it−K+v i−τ(v/i)]
= ∑
v∈Nu ∶
v1<K
∑
τ∈Θdist(u ,v) [m1t−v1−τ(v/1) +md+1t−K+v1−τ(v/1)]
+ d∑
i=2 [ ∑v∈Nu ∶
v1<K ,v i=u i
[ ∑
τ∈Θdist(u ,v)+1m
i
t−v i+1−τ(v/i)
+ ∑
τ∈Θdist(u ,v)m
i
t−v i−τ(v/i) + ∑
τ∈Θdist(u ,v)+1m
i
t−v i−1−τ(v/i)
+ ∑
τ∈Θdist(u ,v)+1m
d+i
t−v i+1−τ(v/i) + ∑
τ∈Θdist(u ,v)m
d+i
t−v i−τ(v/i)
+ ∑
τ∈Θdist(u ,v)+1m
d+i
t−v i−1−τ(v/i)]]
(a)= ∑
v∈Nu ∶
v1<K
∑
τ∈Θdist(u ,v) [m1t−v1−τ(v/1) +md+1t−K+v1−τ(v/1)]
= ∑
τ∈Θ1 [m1t−K+1−τ(u/1) +md+1t−1−τ(u/1)]+ ∑
v∈Nu ∶
v1=K
∑
τ∈Θdist(u ,v)+1 [m1t−K+1−τ(v/1) +md+1t−1−τ(v/1)] (4.42)
where (a) holds, because for dist(u, v) > 0 Lemma 4.8 gives
∑
τ∈Θdist(u ,v)+1m
i
t−v i+1−τ(v/i) + ∑
τ∈Θdist(u ,v)m
i
t−v i−τ(v/i)
+ ∑
τ∈Θdist(u ,v)+1m
i
t−v i−1−τ(v/i) = 0
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and
∑
τ∈Θdist(u ,v)+1m
d+i
t−v i+1−τ(v/i) + ∑
τ∈Θdist(u ,v)m
d+i
t−v i−τ(v/i)
+ ∑
τ∈Θdist(u ,v)+1m
d+i
t−v i−1−τ(v/i) = 0.
From (4.29) and (4.30) it follows that
∑
v∈Nu ∶
v1=K
∑
τ∈Θdist(u ,v)+1[x1t−τ+1(v) + xd+1t−τ−1(v)]
= ∑
v∈Nu ∶
v1=K
∑
τ∈Θdist(u ,v)+1 [m1t−K+1−τ(v/1) +md+1t−1−τ(v/1)] (4.43)
and
∑
τ∈Θ1/{1} x
1
t−τ+1(u) + ∑
τ∈Θ1 x
d+1
t−τ−1(u)
= ∑
τ∈Θ1/{1}m
1
t−K+1−τ(u/1) + ∑
τ∈Θ1m
d+1
t−1−τ(u/1). (4.44)
e proof of the lemma follows by adding the nal expressions from (4.42),
(4.43) and (4.44) and observing that the outcome is m1t−K(ud2 ).
4.5.4 Energy Consumption
e energy consumption of the network coding scheme presented above pro-
vides an upper bound to minr Ecoding(V ,M , r).
Lemma 4.12. Ecoding(V ,M ,√d) ≤ 4cd1+α/2(K − 1)d−1 + cdα/2(K − 1)d .
Proof. All transmissions are over distance
√
d and cost cdα/2. e nodes in
V¯ are transmitting twice. On each of the 2d sides of the network there are(K − 1)d−1 nodes from V¯ , hence ∣V¯ ∣ = 2d(K − 1)d−1.is gives 2∣V¯ ∣ = 4d(K −
1)d−1 transmissions. In addition, there are (K − 1)d nodes in the interior, that
are all transmitting once.
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Next, we give the minimum energy required by a routing solution.
Lemma 4.13. Erouting(V ,M ,√d) = 2cd1+α/2 ⌈K/ ⌊√d⌋⌉ (K − 1)d−1.
Proof. Since, the transmission range is equal to
√
d, a routing solution re-
quires ⌈K/⌊√d⌋⌉ transmissions per session. Moreover, there are ∣V¯ ∣ = 2d(K−
1)d−1 sessions.
Using the above two lemmas we are able to proveeorem 4.1.
Proof ofeorem 4.1. Lemmas 4.12 and 4.13 give
Bxed(d) ≥ limK→∞ Erouting(V ,M ,
√
d)Ecoding(V ,M ,√d)
≥ lim
K→∞ 2cd
1+α/2 ⌈K/ ⌊√d⌋⌉ (K − 1)d−1
cdα/2[4d(K − 1)d−1 + (K − 1)d]= 2d⌊√d⌋ .
4.6 Extended Energy Consumption Model
e analysis in the rst part of this chapter has been based on the model that
all the energy that is consumed in a wireless device is emitted by the antenna.
In the remainder of this chapter we will consider the impact of more detailed
energy consumption models on the results obtained earlier in this chapter.
e energy consumption of awireless device ismodeled by including not only
the energy emitted while transmitting, but also energy consumed by support-
ing circuitry. In particular also receiver energy consumption is taken into ac-
count. It is shown that under this model, compared to traditional routing, the
energy reduction oered by network coding is signicantly dierent from re-
sults reported in the literature based on an energy consumption model that
includes the energy emittedwhile transmitting only. Moreover, it is illustrated
that energy can be saved by increasing the transmission power. Whereas this
causes individual transmissions to consumemore energy, overall energy con-
sumption can be reduced since more coding opportunities arise.
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An important contribution to the energy consumption is formed by the
energy that is emitted while transmitting. erefore, optimizing the trans-
mit power in multi-hop networks has been the topic of many studies, for in-
stance [28,34,79]. By considering only the transmitted energy, it is concluded
that it is optimal to keep the transmit power as low as possible, while ensur-
ing connectivity. Hence, one should takemany short hops instead of less hops
over a larger distance.
ere are applications in which the transmit power is so large that the
energy consumption is dominated by the transmit energy. However, there
are also many applications in which the transmit power is relatively low and
other contributions to the energy consumption can not be neglected, for in-
stance, in wireless sensor networks.e other contributions consist of, for in-
stance, energy consumed by supporting circuitry while transmitting, as well
as energy consumed while receiving. Examples of exact values of the energy
consumed while transmitting and receiving at various transmit power levels
can be found in the literature [22] as well as in manufacturer specications of
devices, e.g., [77]. ese values demonstrate that: 1) energy consumed while
receiving is not always negligible, and 2) transmitter energy consumption is
not always dominated by the transmitted energy. In [10] this observation has
been used to demonstrate that it is not always optimal to take the shortest
possible hops. Indeed, if, independent of the hop distance, a large amount of
energy is consumed in each hop, it might be optimal to take few long hops.
In this section we will consider the consequence of the above observations on
the energy consumption in the congurations discussed earlier in this chap-
ter. For these congurations we will analyze the use of network coding under
a more detailed energy consumption model. In addition we will consider an
increased transmission range for reducing energy consumption.
4.6.1 Extended Model
Most of the model is equivalent to the model used in the previous parts of
this chapter, i.e., as dened in Section 4.2.e dierence is that energy con-
sumption of a device is separated in two quantities: Etx(r) and Erx denoting
the energy required to transmit a symbol at transmission range r and the en-
ergy required to receive a symbol respectively. Again, since we are interested
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in energy consumption only, we can schedule all transmissions sequentially.
Hence, we can assume that there is no interference. We assume that signals are
attenuated exponentially over distance with path loss exponent α. Moreover,
we assume a xed transmission rate. Hence, in order to have correct recep-
tion of a message, we require the signal to noise ratio to be above a certain
threshold, i.e., to have transmit power proportional to rα , where r is the dis-
tance over which transmission takes place. We assume that each node within
transmission range r is capable of receiving the transmitted symbol without
error. Besides the energy that is emitted while transmitting, there is an addi-
tional part independent of the transmission range. is leads to the follow-
ing relation between the transmission range and the energy consumption per
transmitted symbol at the transmitter
Etx(r) = κ2(κ1 + rα), (4.45)
where κ1 and κ2 are constants. e values of the constants depend on the
hardware and the communication protocols that are being used. In this the-
sis we will not deal with an interpretation of or exact values for these param-
eters. Since we will compare the energy consumption of various routing and
coding schemes their values will only enter the analysis by means of the rela-
tion between the dierent parameters. We comment here on the values that
can be expected in practical devices. Depending on the operating regime,
the value of κ1 can range from being negligible compared to rα , to being of
the same order of magnitude or even larger than rα . e specications of a
device in which κ1 is larger than rα are given in [77]. In addition similar mea-
surements are presented in [22] for other devices. Also the value of Erx can
range from being negligible compared to rα , to being larger than rα , again see,
e.g., [22, 77].
4.6.2 To code or not to code
Reconsider the example presented in Chapter 1 of three sessions with nodes
located according to a (single) hexagon. For convenience, Figure 4.9 illus-
trates the example. Remember, from Chapter 1 that a solution without net-
work coding would require six transmissions in order to transfer one symbol
for each session. e network coding solution uses only four transmissions.
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R2 S3
(a)
R3 S2
S1 R1
R2 S3
x y
z
(b)
R3 S2
S1
x + y + z R1
R2 S3
(c)
Figure 4.9: Network coding solution to three session multiple unicast cong-
uration. Conguration and connectivity in (a). Transmissions from sources
and center node in (b) and (c) respectively.
e last transmission x + y + z by the center node, depicted in Figure 4.9c,
is useful for all sinks.e rst contribution of this section deals with the ob-
servation that the network coding solution requires each sink to receive three
symbols, whereas without network coding only one symbol needs to be re-
ceived. Hence, there is a tension between the energy saved by reducing the
numbers of transmissions and the additional energy spend by the sinks in
receiving more symbols. We will explore this tradeo in more detail for two
congurations: 1) information exchange on the line network and 2) the hexag-
onal lattice as introduced in Section 4.4. Both congurations will be analyzed
for the limit of a large network.e energy benet of network coding under
the extended energy consumption model will be denoted as B˜codeline and B˜
code
hex
for the line network and the hexagonal lattice respectively.
We start this section with a discussion on information exchange in the
network of K uniformly spaced nodes on a line with interdistance one.ere
are two oppositely directed unicast sessions with sources and destinations at
the boundaries of the network. We assume that in both the network coding
and routing case r = 1. For notational convenience, the dependence of Etx on
r will be le implicit. Note that a routing solution requires all nodes except
for the two boundary nodes to transmit and receive twice. In addition, it is
known that a network coding solution exists that uses one transmission at
each of those nodes using a piggy-backing strategy [81] (see also Chapter 5),
B˜c
od
e
he
x
Erx/Etx0 1 2 3 4
0.5
1
1.5
2
2.5
3
Figure 4.10:e energy benet of network coding for the conguration from
Section 4.4 under the extended energy consumption model as a function of
Erx/Etx.
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again each node needs to receive twice. Since we consider K → ∞ we can
ignore the nodes at the boundary. It follows that the energy benet, B˜codeline is
B˜codeline = 2Etx + 2ErxEtx + 2Erx = 2 + 2
Erx
Etx
1 + 2 ErxEtx . (4.46)
If Erx = 0 we see that B˜codeline = 2. However, if Erx = Etx, for instance, this
reduces to B˜codeline = 43 , which diers signicantly from the benet of 2 which is
usually presented in the literature. Finally, note that the ratio is always larger
than one, i.e., the network coding solutionwill always perform better than the
routing solution. We will see that there are also congurations in which, for
certain ranges of parameter values, known coding solutions perform worse
than routing solutions.
e second conguration that we consider is that of Section 4.4, the nat-
ural extension of Figure 4.9 to a larger network. First note that the optimal
routing solution is transmitting data along the shortest paths between sources
and destinations. Hence, a routing solution requires each interior node to
transmit and receive three times. From Section 4.4 we know that a network
coding solution exists in which each interior node is transmitting once in or-
der to deliver a symbol for each session. Moreover each node at the border is
transmitting twice, hence this contribution to the energy consumption can be
neglected for large networks. In Section 4.4 we did not consider receiver en-
ergy consumption. Inspection of the proposed code shows that each interior
node needs to receive six times. Note, nally that the energy consumption of
this particular network code forms an upper bound to the minimum energy
required by any network code. Hence the benet can be lower bounded as
B˜codehex ≥ 3Etx + 3ErxEtx + 6Erx = 3 1 +
Erx
Etx
1 + 6 ErxEtx . (4.47)
is recovers the result from Section 4.4 that if Erx = 0 then B˜codehex ≥ 3.
Moreover we can conclude that we have a benet larger than one if Etx >
3Erx/2. However, for Etx ≤ 3Erx/2 no code is known that achieves better than
routing. We have plotted this bound on B˜codehex as a function of Erx/Etx in Fig-
ure 4.10.
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Figure 4.11: Network coding solution to the four sessionmultiple unicast con-
guration depicted in (a).e solution depicted in (b)–(d) performs coding
for the horizontal and vertical sessions independently and uses a total of 8
transmissions.
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Figure 4.12: e four session conguration from Figure 4.11 with increased
transmission range leading to connectivity as in (a).e network coding so-
lution depicted in (b) and (c) uses 5 transmissions.
e main message is that taking receiving energy consumption into ac-
count can signicantly inuence results on the energy benet of network cod-
ing.
4.6.3 Transmission range
e second observation made regarding the extended energy consumption
model is that by increasing the transmission power, the transmission range is
increased and more nodes are able to receive each message, hence potentially
creating coding opportunities and enabling more ecient operation. Again,
we illustrate bymeans of an example. In Figure 4.11 we have depicted a cong-
uration with fourmulticast sessions and a coding solution in which the center
nodes transmits twice. Note that this coding solution is using the well-known
piggy-backing strategy [81] for the horizontal and vertical sessions indepen-
dently. In Figure 4.12 we have depicted the topology resulting from an in-
creased transmission range and a corresponding network coding solution in
which the center node is transmitting only once. Hence the number of trans-
missions is reduced by increasing the transmission range. Obviously, there is
a tension between the increased eciency and the additional energy spend
by increasing the transmit power. Moreover, receiver energy consumption is
increased since more transmissions need to be overheard.
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Figure 4.13: e benet of increasing the transmission range in the line net-
work under the extended energy consumptionmodel for α = 2 and β = 0, 2, 4
in solid, dashed and dotted lines respectively.
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We consider the inuence of the transmission power on the overall energy
consumption for two families of congurations, the line network that was
also used in the previous section and the conguration from Section 4.5. Let
B˜rangeline (r) and B˜rangerect (r) denote the benet of increasing from transmission
range 1 to r for the line and rectangular lattice network under the extended
energy consumptionmodel respectively. More precisely, the benet is dened
as the ratio of theminimum energy consumption at ranges 1 and r in the limit
K →∞. We start with the line network forwhichwe have seen in the previous
section that independent of the value of Erx/Etx it is benecial to use network
coding. erefore, we will compare the energy consumption of the network
coding solution given in the previous section at various transmission powers,
i.e., at ranges 1 and r. Observe that at transmission range r only every ⌊r⌋th
node needs to participate in a coding scheme. e other nodes can remain
inactive. Hence, it is straightforward to derive
B˜rangeline (r) = ⌊r⌋ (Etx(1) + 2Erx)Etx(r) + 2Erx = ⌊r⌋ (1 + β)rα + β , (4.48)
where, for notational convenience, we have introduced β = κ1 + 2Erx/κ2. In
order to characterize the behavior of B˜rangeline (r) we analyze
˜˜Brangeline (r) = r(1 + β)rα + β , (4.49)
which is an upper bound to B˜rangeline (r).e maximum of ˜˜Brangeline (r) is attained
at
r = α√ β
α − 1 . (4.50)
Finally, we determine the values of β for which ˜˜Brangeline (r) ≤ 1 for all r ≥ 1,
i.e., for which it is not benecial to increase the transmission range. From
˜˜Brangeline (1) = 1, the value of the derivative and continuity, it follows that
β < α − 1⇒ ˜˜Brangeline (r) ≤ 1, r ≥ 1. (4.51)
We have plotted the values of ˜˜Brangeline (r) as function of r for α = 2 and
various values β in Figure 4.13. In Figure 4.13 we have used α = 2 inwhich case
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the above expression for themaximizing transmission range, Equation (4.50),
reduces to r = √β.
Next, we consider the energy consumption in conguration from Sec-
tion 4.5 in two dimensions. First, note that for each pair of oppositely di-
rected sessions it is possible to use the line network information exchange
network coding scheme that was discussed in the previous section. From this
discussion it follows that network coding always reduce energy consumption.
erefore, we will compare network coding solutions at various transmission
ranges. In constrast to the rst part of this section we will compare r = 1 and
r = √2 only. At r = 1 we use the information exchange scheme from [81]
for pairs of oppositely directed sessions. Hence each interior node needs to
transmit twice and receive four times.
For r = √2 we use the code that was constructed in Section 4.5. Note
that at r = √2 each node in the interior of the network has 8 neighbours. In
order to deliver one symbol for each of the sessions, the code requires each
interior node to receive from all 8 neighbours. In addition one transmission
is required.e nodes at the border transmit twice and receive at most eight
times. Hence, the contributions from the border nodes can be neglected. It
follows that
B˜rangerect (√2) ≥ 2Etx(1) + 4ErxEtx(√2) + 8Erx = 2κ1 + 2 + 4Erx/κ2κ1 + 2α/2 + 8Erx/κ2 . (4.52)
It follows that the benet is larger than one if
Erx < κ2 (κ1 + 2 − 2α/2)4 . (4.53)
is means that in the conguration depicted in Figure 4.1 it is benecial to
increase the transmission range from r = 1 to r = √2 if the above condition
is satised. Note, that increasing from r = 1 to r = √2 does not aect the
number of hops on the shortest path between any source and destination.
Hence, the reduced energy consumption comes from more ecient coding
that is possible at r = √2. In contrast, in the line network, as discussed in the
rst part of this section, lower energy consumption arose from a reduction in
the number of hops.
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4.7 Discussion
We have given several constructions of energy-ecient network codes.ese
constructions serve to show that compared to plain routing, network coding
has the potential of reducing energy consumption in wireless networks. Since
we have provided only codes that are based on a centralized design, it remains
to be shown in future work if and how this potential can be exploited using
practical codes. Moreover, it would also be of interest to consider the energy-
benet in topologies in which the nodes are not positioned at a lattice, for
instance, random networks. We have provided lower bounds on the energy
benet of network coding for wireless multiple unicast. Another open prob-
lem is to nd upper bounds on the benet.
In addition is has been demonstrated that considering an energy con-
sumption model that include overhead at the transmitter as well as receiver
energy consumption might have signicant impact on the results. Moreover,
it has been shown that by increasing the transmission power it is possible to
reduce the overall energy consumption in the network since more coding op-
portunities are created.
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5.1 Introduction
As discussed in Section 1.7 of the introductory chapter of this thesis, a natural
follow-up observation, starting from the insight that intermediate nodes in
a network need not always forward all the information they receive, is that
then they actually do not have to receive all that information in the rst place.
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Rather, as long as they manage to receive the particular function they need to
forward, the overall networking solution will work properly. is is where
superposition enters the picture. As was shown in [64, 65], whenever signals
interfere, it can be more ecient for the decoder to obtain only a function of
the transmitted messages, rather than all the messages individually. is is
particularly interesting for the wireless medium where interference is linear
and results in superposition. Based on recent results from [64, 65] we will
consider models in which nodes are able to decode the sum of the messages
transmitted by their neighbours.e idea of exploiting superposition in this
way has been the topic of [64, 65] as well as many other recent studies, some
of which will be reviewed in Section 5.2.
e classical means of operating a wireless network, turning the physical
layer into a network of reliable point-to-point bit pipes, removes both broad-
cast and superposition.is results in an abstraction of the wireless medium
in which reliable communication is most naturally captured by a determin-
istic model. In this chapter we introduce other deterministic models, cap-
turing the eects of exploiting broadcast and/or superposition by decoding
linear functions. We study four models that are denoted as P/P, B/P, P/M
and B/M. e rst position denotes whether symbols are transmitted to a
single neighbour (P(oint-to-point)) or to all neighbours (B(roadcast)). e
second position denotes whether multiple transmissions to a node cause in-
terference (P(oint-to-point)) or that nodes receive the sum of all symbols that
are transmitted by neighbours (M(ulti-acces)). More precisely we introduce
the following models:
1. P/P: Neither broadcast nor superposition are exploited, i.e., a single
transmission can be received by at most one device and multiple trans-
missions to the same device result in a collision.
2. B/P: Transmissions are received by all neighbours. However, multiple
transmissions to the same device lead to a collision.
3. P/M: Nodes can decode the sum of all transmissions by neighbouring
nodes. However, a single transmission can be received by at most one
device.
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4. B/M: Finally, the most interesting deterministic network model con-
sidered in this chapter is the combination of the above two eects into
a model that involves both the broadcast and the superposition eects.
Our goal in this chapter is to compare the performance attainable under
these four deterministic models. For the performance measure in this chap-
ter, we study achievable rates for multiple unicast connections, i.e., messages
of every source node are of interest only to one destination node. is is by
contrast to several other problems of interest, such as for example the multi-
casting problem where one source node may be of interest to many destina-
tions. Finally, the particular gure of merit that we consider in this chapter
will be the so-called transport capacity: For each source-destination pair, we
evaluate the product of the rate achieved and the distance between source and
destination. e transport capacity of the network, as introduced in [35], is
then the sum of all of these products, maximized over all possible placements
of unicast connections. Obviously, there are other interesting performance
measures to study, for instance, the maximum achievable common rate in a
randommultiple unicast conguration, as studied inmany recent papers like,
for instance [67, 82]. Since no single number can fully characterize ‘the’ ca-
pacity of a network we believe that several performance measures should be
explored.
We establish upper and lower bounds on the transport capacity under the
four dierent deterministic network models for two specic arrangements of
the nodes in the network. Our results are the following:
1. We consider a network where all the nodes are arranged in a line and
obtain tight capacity bounds for all models. We nd that the capacity
under B/P and P/M is 33% larger than the capacity under P/P. More-
over, the capacity under B/M is twice the capacity under P/P.
2. We consider a network in which the nodes are arranged on a two-
dimensional hexagonal lattice. Here we nd that the capacity under
B/M is at least 2.5 times, and no more than six times, the transport
capacity under P/P. e transport capacities under P/M and B/P fall
between these bounds.
For the line network our upper and lower bounds are tight in the sense that
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the dierence is a constant independent of the network size. For the two-
dimensional case our bounds are not tight. Finding the optimal network cod-
ing solution for multiple unicast appears to be a hard (and open) problem.
is claim is supported by the fact that linear network codes are not sucient
to achieve capacity [16].
By contrast to a growing body of literature on deterministic models, see
e.g., [4, 5, 18, 31, 83], our main emphasis is not on (approximate) capacity re-
sults. Instead, we consider maximum attainable performance under specic
operating constraints. For the P/P model these operating constraints corre-
spond to rst reducing the wireless medium to a network of reliable point-
to-point links. For the other models considered in this chapter there is also a
reduction to reliable links, but these are no longer point-to-point. All models
correspond, in a sense, to dierent means of handling the wireless medium in
a (OSI) layered overall system architecture. Indeed, we will see in this chapter
howour results can be applied to obtain achievable rates forGaussian network
models by specically considering a simple version with local interference
only.
e remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 5.2 we
review some of the recent work on exploiting superposition. In Section 5.3, we
introduce the problem and the four dierent deterministic interference mod-
els that are considered. In Section 5.4 we provide upper and lower bounds. In
Sections 5.5 and 5.6 we present proofs of our bounds. In Section 5.7 we outline
the application of our results to Gaussian network models. In Section 5.8 we
conclude this chapter with a discussion of the results.
5.2 Computation Coding
Exploiting superposition in combination with network coding by recovering
a sum of dierent messages has been considered in many recent papers.e
concept is known under various names, such as analog network coding [3,45],
physical layer network coding [36,56,58,87,88], joint physical layer coding and
network coding [62,70], layer-2 combining [76] and computation coding [61,
63–65].
Many of the recent studies [36,45,56,76,87,88] have focussed on uncoded
transmissions and the corresponding detection problems. In these works the
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performance of these strategies in communicating a single sum of messages
to a specic receiver is analyzed. In [45] the inuence of imperfect synchro-
nization between nodes is considered andmeasurement results froma testbed
are presented.e diversity-multiplexing tradeo of a physical-layer network
coding system is studied in [56]. Of course, if these uncoded strategies are
used in larger networks a method will need to be devised to prevent the am-
plication of noise and/or the propagation of errors. is problem has not
been adressed in previous work based on uncoded transmissions. In [87] the
benet of physical layer network coding in a line network is studied under
the assumption that there is no propagation of errors.
By contrast to performing uncoded transmissions, our focus is reliable
communication over each link. In [64] it has been demonstrated that if N
nodes communicate to a single receiver in a Gaussian multiple-access chan-
nel, the maximum achievable rate R for reliable communication satises
1
2
log( 1
N
+ P) ≤ R ≤ 1
2
log(1 + P), (5.1)
where P is an individual power constraint for each of the transmitters. Start-
ing from the results in [64] we assume that nodes are able to reliably decode
the sum of the messages. Similar arguments have been used for specic small
network examples, e.g., [61–63, 70]. e dierence with our work is that we
consider networks of arbitrary size.
In [58] the scaling behaviour of the capacity of random networks is stud-
ied under physical-layer network coding. It is shown that exploiting super-
position by decoding sums of messages does not aect the scaling behaviour.
Our focus is on networks with specic node placement and analysis of the
constants involved.
5.3 Model and Notation
5.3.1 Network
Wemodel a wireless network as a directed graph (V , E), whereV is the set of
nodes and E ⊆ V ×V are the edges. If (u, v) ∈ E, information can be reliably
transmitted from u to v.e interaction between nodes is specied in more
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detail below for each of the four models. We assume that (u, v) ∈ E implies(v , u) ∈ E, i.e., that the interaction between nodes is symmetric.
5.3.2 Communication Models
Time is slotted. Symbols are from the nite eldFq. In the remainder the base
of the logarithm in entropy and mutual information measures is q, i.e., the
unit of information is the q-ary symbol. In all fourmodels each link can carry
one q-ary symbol per time slot. Hence the links have unit capacity. Let Xv[t]
and Yv[t] be the symbols transmitted and received respectively, by node v in
time slot t. For S ⊆ V , let XS[t] = {Xv[t]∣v ∈ S} and Y S[t] = {Yv[t]∣v ∈ S}.
Let
Nv = {w ∈ V ∣(v ,w) ∈ E} ∪ {v}, (5.2)
i.e., Nv is the neighbourhood of v including v itself. e channel output Yv
depends only on XNv , the channel inputs of neighbouring nodes in the same
time slot.e relation between Yv and XNv is independent of time and there-
fore dependence on the time slot is oen omitted in the notation.
All ourmodels will respect half-duplex constraints, meaning that no node
can simultaneously transmit and receive. Formally, we model this by extend-
ing the channel input alphabet with a “silent” symbol σ denoting that a node
is not transmitting. Moreover, formally, for any node v that is transmitting in
time slot t, its corresponding received signal Yv[t] is set to an independent
random variable, uniformly distributed over the entire alphabet.is means
that v does not get any information.1 We restrict our attention to transmis-
sion strategies in which the transmission schedule is xed ahead of time, i.e.,
strategies for which
P(Xv[t] = σ) ∈ {0, 1}. (5.3)
Note that even though half-duplex constraints are modelled by means of a
uniformly distributed channel output, the model is otherwise deterministic
in nature.
e exact functional relation is now specied for each of the models that
were introduced in Section 5.1. e four models are denoted by P/P, B/P,
1Another way to model collisions due to interference, would be to extend the output al-
phabet with an erasure symbol.is, however, creates a covert channel.
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P/M and B/M.e rst position denotes whether symbols are transmitted to
a single neighbour (P) or broadcast to all neighbours (B). e second posi-
tion denotes whether multiple transmissions to a node cause interference (P)
or that nodes receive the sum of all symbols that are transmitted by neigh-
bours (M). To simplify notation we introduce random variables Zv , v ∈ V ,
uniformly distributed over Fq. Each Zv is independent of all other random
variables. In addition, for the P/P and P/M models we introduce, for each
node v ∈ V , a variable Av that denotes the neighbour that v is transmitting
to. Since the transmission schedule is xed ahead of time
P(Av[t] = w) ∈ {0, 1}, (5.4)
for all v ,w ∈ V .
e models are dened as follows.
P/P: Neither broadcast nor superposition are exploited, i.e., a single trans-
mission can be received by at most one device and multiple transmissions to
the same device result in a collision.is means that Yv = Xu if u is the only
neighbour of v that is transmitting and also v itself is not transmitting. Oth-
erwise Yv = Zv , i.e., a uniformly distributed random variable.is gives
P/P ∶ Yv = ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩Xu , if u ∈ Nv , Xu ≠ σ ,Au = v ,∀w ∈ Nv/{u}∶ Xw = σ ,Zv , otherwise.
(5.5)
P/M: Superposition is exploited, but broadcast is not. A transmission from
u to v prevents other transmissions from u, but other transmissions to v are
allowed. If v is not transmitting itself, it receives the sum of all symbols that
are transmitted to v by its neighbours, i.e.,
P/M ∶ Yv = ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
∑u∈Nv ∶Xu≠σ Xu , if Xv = σ and ∃u ∈ Nv∶ Xu ≠ σ and∀w ∈ Nv∶ (Xw ≠ σ → Aw = v),
Zv , otherwise.
(5.6)
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B/P: Broadcast is exploited, but superposition is not. A transmission from u
to v prevents other transmissions to v, but other transmissions from u are al-
lowed. Since u is broadcasting to all its neighbours we don’t need the variables
Av in the B/Pmodel.is gives
B/P ∶ Yv = ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩Xu , if u ∈ Nv , Xu ≠ σ ,∀w ∈ Nv/{u}∶ Xw = σ ,Zv , otherwise. (5.7)
B/M: Both broadcast and superposition are exploited. Each node that is not
transmitting receives the sumof the symbols transmitted by all its neighbours,
i.e.,
B/M ∶ Yv = ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩∑u∈Nv ∶Xu≠σ Xu , if Xv = σ and ∃u ∈ Nv ∶ Xu ≠ σ ,Zv , otherwise. (5.8)
5.3.3 Transport Capacity
e trac pattern that we consider is multiple unicast. For a set of K unicast
sessions, let Sk and Dk denote the source and destination respectively, of the
kth session, and Rk its throughput. Each subset Γ ⊆ V of nodes induces a
partition of V and hence a directed cut. We will, therefore, oen refer to a set
of nodes as a cut. For Γ ⊆ V , let Γ¯ = V/Γ and
KΓ = {k∣Sk ∈ Γ,Dk /∈ Γ}. (5.9)
Ourmeasure of interest is the transport capacity of a networkwhich is dened
as the maximum, over all congurations of unicast sessions on a given net-
work and all possible transmission strategies, of ∑Kk=1 dist(Sk ,Dk)Rk , where
dist(Sk ,Dk) is the number of hops on the shortest path from Sk to Dk , i.e.,
the transport capacity is the maximum number of q-ary symbols × hops per
time slot that can be transported in the network. We will derive upper and
lower bounds on the transport capacity of some networks under the dierent
models.
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5.3.4 Notation
Finally, we dene some notation. If f (L) = o(g(L)) for a function f ∶ N→ R
then
lim
L→∞ f (L)g(L) = 0.
Similarly, f (L,M) = o(g(L,M)) for a function g ∶ N2 → Rmeans that
lim
L→∞ f (L, L)g(L, L) = 0.
e oor and ceiling operations are denoted by ⌊x⌋ and ⌈x⌉ respectively, i.e.,⌊x⌋ = max{y ∈ Z ∣ y ≤ x} and ⌈x⌉ = min{y ∈ Z ∣ y ≥ x}. For integers a, b
and p > 0, a ≡ b (mod p) means that a and b are congruent modulo p, i.e.,
that a − b is divisible by p. Finally, a = b (mod p)means that the remainder
of a divided by p is b.
5.4 Main Results
5.4.1 Line Network
We consider the line network represented by (V , E), where
V = {0, 1, . . . , L}, E = {(u, v) ⊆ V × V ∣ ∣u − v∣ = 1}. (5.10)
e throughput ofmultiple unicast on the line network in amodel that al-
lows for broadcast and coding was rst studied in [81].e extension tomod-
els that allow for superposition has been treated in [45, 87]. We give bounds
on the transport capacity of the line network under the dierent models.e
coding scheme used to achieve the lower bounds was also used in previous
work [45,81,87]. Results similar toeorems 5.2 and 5.4 have appeared in [81]
and [87] respectively. e proof techniques that are developed are new and
will be used to analyze the hexagonal lattice. For the P/P andB/Mmodels we
have exact results for the transport capacity of the line network. For the B/P
and P/Mmodels we provide upper and lower bounds that are separated by at
most 23 .
P/P ( 12 )
B/P ( 23 ) P/M ( 23 )
B/M (1)
4
3
4
3
2
3
2
3
2
Figure 5.1: Transport capacity of the line network under dierent models. For
each model in parentheses is limL→∞ C line(L)L . Labels next to arrows denote
the multiplicative improvement obtained by moving from one model to the
next.
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eorem 5.1. e transport capacity ClineP/P(L) of the L + 1 node line network
under the P/Pmodel is
ClineP/P(L) = ⌈ 12L⌉ .
eorem 5.2. e transport capacity ClineB/P(L) of the L + 1 node line network
under the B/Pmodel satises
2
3
L ≤ ClineB/P(L) ≤ ⌈23L⌉ .
eorem 5.3. e transport capacity ClineP/M(L) of the L + 1 node line network
under the P/Mmodel satises
2
3
L ≤ ClineP/M(L) ≤ ⌈23L⌉ .
eorem 5.4. e transport capacity ClineB/M(L) of the L + 1 node line network
under the B/Mmodel is
ClineB/M(L) = L.
Figure 5.1 gives an overview of the results fromeorems 5.1–5.4.e g-
ure presents the value of limL→∞ C line(L)L for eachmodel. Moreover, the labels
next to arrows denote the multiplicative improvement obtained by moving
from one model to the next. One can observe that moving from P/P to B/P
or P/M gives an improvement of approximately 33%. However, the combined
eect ofB/P andP/M, i.e., moving fromP/P toB/M gives an improvement of
100%. Note that the combined eects of multiaccess and broadcast are larger
than the sum of their individual contributions. We will provide some intu-
ition for this in Section 5.5.1.
5.4.2 Hexagonal Network
In this section we consider a network of size (L + 1)× (M + 1) with nodes lo-
cated on the hexagonal lattice and edges between nearest neighbours. We
(0, 0)
(0,M)
(L, 0)
(L,M)
Figure 5.2: Nodes located at the hexagonal lattice with connectivity between
nearest neighbours, L = 7,M = 4.
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index nodes with a tuple (u1, u2) ∈ N2. e location in R2 of (u1, u2) is(u1, u2)GΛ, with GΛ = [ 1 01/2 √3/2]. Now, we consider (V , E) with
V = {(u1, u2) ∣ 0 ≤ u1 ≤ L, 0 ≤ u2 ≤ M},
E = {((u1, u2), (v1, v2)) ⊂ V × V ∣ ∥(u1 − v1, u2 − v2)GΛ∥2 = 1} .
e hexagonal network is illustrated in Figure 5.2. Note, that the number of
edges in (V , E) is 6LM + 2(L +M).
eorem 5.5. e transport capacity ChexP/P(L,M) of the (L+ 1)×(M+ 1) node
hexagonal network under the P/Pmodel satises
1
3
LM + o(LM) ≤ ChexP/P(L,M) ≤ 25LM + o(LM).
eorem 5.6. e transport capacity ChexP/M(L,M) of the (L+1)×(M+1) node
hexagonal network under the P/Mmodel satises
2
5
LM + o(LM) ≤ ChexP/M(L,M) ≤ 67 LM + o(LM).
eorem 5.7. e transport capacity ChexB/P(L,M) of the (L+ 1)×(M+ 1) node
hexagonal network under the B/Pmodel satises
2
5
LM + o(LM) ≤ ChexB/P(L,M) ≤ 67 LM + o(LM).
eorem 5.8. e transport capacity ChexB/M(L,M) of the (L+1)×(M+1) node
hexagonal network under the B/Mmodel satises
ChexB/M(L,M) ≤ 2LM + o(LM).
Moreover, if q = 2, then it satises
ChexB/M(L,M) ≥ LM + o(LM).
1
3 ≤ P/P ≤ 25
2
5 ≤ B/P ≤ 67 25 ≤ P/M ≤ 67
1 ≤ B/M ≤ 2
[1, 187 ] [1, 187 ]
[ 52 ,6]
[ 76 ,5] [ 76 ,5]
Figure 5.3: Transport capacity of the hexagonal lattice under dierent
models, assuming q = 2. For each model lower and upper bounds on
limL→∞,M→∞ Chex(L,M)LM are presented. Labels next to arrows denote the range
(lower and upper bounds) of the multiplicative improvement obtained by
moving from one model to the next.
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Note that the lower bound of the above theorem holds only for q = 2.
We do not believe that q = 2 is a necessary condition, but have not been
able to prove the result for arbitrary q. Based on the proof techniques used
foreorems 5.6 and 5.7 it is possible to obtain other (weaker) lower bounds
for arbitrary q, but for the purpose of clarity of exposition those have been
omitted from this thesis.
Figure 5.3 gives an overview of the results fromeorems 5.5–5.8.e g-
ure presents lower and upper bounds to the value of limL→∞,M→∞ Chex(L,M)LM
for each model. Moreover, the labels next to arrows denote the range (upper
and lower bounds) of the multiplicative improvement obtained by moving
from one model to the next.
5.5 Upper Bounds
In this section we give proofs for the upper bounds ofeorems 5.1–5.8. In
Subsection 5.5.1 constraint graphs are introduced that capture the structure
of the topology and some of the constraints imposed by the communication
models. Subsection 5.5.2 deals with upper bounds for the line network. e
upper bounds for the hexagonal lattice are derived in Subsection 5.5.3.
5.5.1 Constraint graphs
We capture some of the structure of the topology and the communication
models in (undirected) graphs (E ,JB/M), (E ,JB/P), (E ,JP/M) and (E ,JP/P).
ese graphs capture the idea that if ⟨(u, v), (u′, v′)⟩ is an edge, then it is not
possible that I(Xu;Yv) and I(Xu′ ;Yv′) are both positive. Before specifying
the constraint graphs precisely, we provide some intuition. We consider Fig-
ure 5.4, depicting subsets of edges of the line network, and rst focus on the
P/P model, Figure 5.4a. Assume that I(X2;Y3) > 0, i.e., that information is
transmitted across the thick edge (2, 3) in the network. en, for all other
edges (u′, v′) in the gure it is true that under the P/Pmodel I(Xu′ ;Yv′) = 0.
We discuss why this is true for each of these edges. First, remember that
one of the assumptions made in Section 2.2 is that the transmission sched-
ule is xed ahead of time, i.e., that for all v ∈ V , P(Xv = σ) ∈ {0, 1} and
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P(Av = u) ∈ {0, 1}. Together with (5.5) this implies that I(X2;Y3) > 0 gives
P(X2 = σ) = 0, P(X3 = σ) = 1, P(A2 = 3) = 1. (5.11)
Now, again from (5.5), achieving I(X1;Y2) > 0 or I(X3;Y2) > 0 on edges (1, 2)
or (3, 2) respectively, would require X2 = σ , contradicting (5.11). In other
words transmissions to node 2 are not possible due to half-duplex constraints.
In similar fashion I(X3;Y4) > 0 would violate half-duplex constraints, since
it requires X3 ≠ σ . Achieving I(X2;Y1) > 0 would require A2 = 1, which
again contradicts (5.11). Note that under the B/P and B/Mmodels, i.e., when
broadcast can be exploited, I(X2;Y1) and (X2;Y3) can be simultaneously pos-
itive. Achieving I(X4;Y3) > 0 would require X4 ≠ σ . However, by (5.5), it is
not possible to have node 4 ∈ N3/{2} to transmit. In other words: a trans-
mission from node 4 causes a collision at 3. Under the P/M and B/Mmodels,
i.e., when superposition is exploited, I(X4;Y3) and (X2;Y3) can be simulta-
neously positive. Finally, similar arguments hold for edges (0, 1) and (4, 5). It
can be seen that I(X0;Y1) and I(X4;Y5) can only be positive under the B/M
model, i.e., if both broadcast and interference are exploited. In the next four
lemmas we dene the constraints graphs for arbitrary networks and for all
four models. An extension to the above ideas is that we allow for arbitrary
conditioning in the mutual information terms. Note that we do not allow for
loops in the constraint graphs, i.e., ⟨(u, v), (u, v)⟩ is never an edge.
Lemma 5.9. Consider the P/Pmodel and let JP/P, a set of unorderded pairs of
E, be dened as
⟨(u, v), (u′, v′)⟩ ∈ JP/P i u′ ∈ Nv or u ∈ Nv′ . (5.12)
Consider arbitrary subsets U ,W ,U ′,W ′ ⊆ V and assume ⟨(u, v), (u′, v′)⟩ ∈JP/P.ere does not exist a joint distribution on XV and AV satisfying P(Xw =
σ) ∈ {0, 1} and P(Aw = w′) ∈ {0, 1} for all w ,w′ ∈ V such that both
I(Xu ,Au;Yv ∣XU ,AU ,YW) > 0
and
I(Xu′ ,Au′ ;Yv′ ∣XU ′ ,AU ′ ,YW′) > 0
.
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Proof. Assume
I(Xu ,Au;Yv ∣XU ,AU ,YW) > 0
and
I(Xu′ ,Au′ ;Yv′ ∣XU ′ ,AU ′ ,YW′) > 0.
By (5.3), (5.4) and (5.5) we have
P(Xu = σ) = 0, (5.13)
P(Au = v) = 1, (5.14)
P(Xw = σ) = 1, for all w ∈ Nv/{u}, (5.15)
P(Xu′ = σ) = 0, (5.16)
P(Au′ = v′) = 1, and (5.17)
P(Xw′ = σ) = 1, for all w′ ∈ Nv′/{u′}. (5.18)
Since ⟨(u, v), (u′, v′)⟩ ∈ JP/P, we have u′ ∈ Nv or u ∈ Nv′ . Now, if u ≠ u′,
then u′ ∈ Nv/{u} or u ∈ Nv′/{u′} and we have a contradiction between (5.15)
and (5.16) or (5.13) and (5.18) respectively. If u = u′ then v′ ≠ v, since (u, v) ≠(u′, v′) and we obtain a contradiction between (5.14) and (5.17).
Lemma 5.10. Consider the P/Mmodel and let JP/M, a set of unorderded pairs
of E, be dened as
⟨(u, v), (u′, v′)⟩ ∈ JP/M i v′ ≠ v and (u′ ∈ Nv or u ∈ Nv′). (5.19)
Consider arbitrary subsets U ,W ,U ′,W ′ ⊆ V and assume ⟨(u, v), (u′, v′)⟩ ∈JP/M.ere does not exist a joint distribution on XV and AV satisfying P(Xw =
σ) ∈ {0, 1} and P(Aw = w′) ∈ {0, 1} for all w ,w′ ∈ V such that both
I(Xu ,Au;Yv ∣XU ,AU ,YW) > 0
and
I(Xu′ ,Au′ ;Yv′ ∣XU ′ ,AU ′ ,YW′) > 0.
Proof. Assume
I(Xu ,Au;Yv ∣XU ,AU ,YW) > 0
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and
I(Xu′ ,Au′ ;Yv′ ∣XU ′ ,AU ′ ,YW′) > 0.
By (5.3), (5.4) and (5.6) we have
P(Xu = σ) = 0, (5.20)
P(Au = v) = 1, (5.21)
P(Xw = σ) = 0Ð→ P(Aw = v) = 1, for all w ∈ Nv , (5.22)
P(Xu′ = σ) = 0, (5.23)
P(Au′ = v′) = 1, and (5.24)
P(Xw′ = σ) = 0Ð→ P(Aw′ = v′) = 1, for all w′ ∈ Nv′ . (5.25)
Suppose that u′ ∈ Nv . By (5.22) and (5.23) we need P(Au′ = v) = 1, but this
contradicts (5.24), since v′ ≠ v. In similar fashion (5.20), (5.21) and (5.25)
contradict in the case that u ∈ Nv′ .
Lemma 5.11. Consider the B/P model and let JB/P, a set of unorderded pairs
of E, be dened as
⟨(u, v), (u′, v′)⟩ ∈ JB/P i u′ ∈ Nv/{u} or u ∈ Nv′/{u′}. (5.26)
Consider arbitrary subsets U ,W ,U ′,W ′ ⊆ V and assume ⟨(u, v), (u′, v′)⟩ ∈JB/P. ere does not exist a joint distribution on XV satisfying P(Xw = σ) ∈{0, 1} for all w ∈ V such that both
I(Xu;Yv ∣XU ,YW) > 0
and
I(Xu′ ;Yv′ ∣XU ′ ,YW′) > 0.
Proof. Assume I(Xu;Yv ∣XU ,YW) > 0 and I(Xu′ ;Yv′ ∣XU ′ ,YW′) > 0. By (5.3)
and (5.7) we have P(Xu = σ) = 0, P(Xw = σ) = 1 for all w ∈ Nv/{u}, P(Xu′ =
σ) = 0 and P(Xw′ = σ) = 1 for all w′ ∈ Nv′/{u′}. Since ⟨(u, v), (u′, v′)⟩ ∈JB/P we have u′ ∈ Nv/{u} or u ∈ Nv′/{u′}, leading to a contradiction.
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Lemma 5.12. Consider the B/Mmodel and let JB/M, a set of unorderded pairs
of E, be dened as
⟨(u, v), (u′, v′)⟩ ∈ JB/M i u′ = v or u = v′. (5.27)
Consider arbitrary subsets U ,W ,U ′,W ′ ⊆ V and assume ⟨(u, v), (u′, v′)⟩ ∈JB/M. ere does not exist a joint distribution on XV satisfying P(Xw = σ) ∈{0, 1} for all w ∈ V such that both
I(Xu;Yv ∣XU ,YW) > 0
and
I(Xu′ ;Yv′ ∣XU ′ ,YW′) > 0.
Proof. Assume I(Xu;Yv ∣XU ,YW) > 0 and I(Xu′ ;Yv′ ∣XU ′ ,YW′) > 0. By (5.3)
and (5.8) we have P(Xu = σ) = 0, P(Xv = σ) = 1, P(Xu′ = σ) = 0 and
P(Xv′ = σ) = 1. Since ⟨(u, v), (u′, v′)⟩ ∈ JB/M we have u′ = v or u = v′,
leading to a contradiction.
e constraint graphs, as dened by (5.12), (5.19), (5.26) and (5.27), are
illustrated in Figures 5.4 and 5.5 on the next page for the line and hexagonal
network respectively. Since the constraint graphs for the hexagonal network
have many edges, we will not draw these graphs. Instead we will illustrate the
constraint graphs as done in Figure 5.5, or, for instance, by presenting sets of
edges that form a clique in a constraint graph. It will be shown in the next
two subsections that the transport capacity can be upper bounded in terms
of the number of edges (u, v) in the graph (V , E) for which I(Xu;Yv) can be
simultaneously positive. By Lemmas 5.9–5.12 it follows that this number is the
size of the maximum independent set in the constraint graphs. Remember
that an independent set of a graph is a set of vertices, no two of which are
adjacent [6]. Since nding the size of the maximum independent set is a NP-
complete problem [44], wewill derive upper bounds on this size. Note, nally,
that our constraint graphs are very similar to the conict graph, introduced
in [42], where upper bounds are derived for multi-commodity ow problems
in which network coding is not allowed.
A careful look at the constraint graphs of the line and hexagonal networks
provides some intuition on the fact that the combined eects of multiaccess
0 1 2 3 4 5
(a) P/P
0 1 2 3 4 5
(b) B/P
0 1 2 3 4 5
(c) P/M
0 1 2 3 4 5
(d) B/M
Figure 5.4: Illustration of the constraint graphs of the line network under the
various models. In thin lines the edges that interfere with the thick edge,
i.e., in thin lines the set of edges (u′, v′) for which ⟨(u, v), (u′, v′)⟩ is in the
constraint graph, where (u, v) is the thick edge.
(a) P/P (b) B/P
(c) P/M (d) B/M
Figure 5.5: Illustration of the constraint graphs of the hexagonal network un-
der the various models. In thin lines the edges that interfere with the thick
edge, i.e., in thin lines the set of edges (u′, v′) for which ⟨(u, v), (u′, v′)⟩ is in
the constraint graph, where (u, v) is the thick edge.
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and broadcast are larger than the sum of their individual contributions, as ob-
served in Section ??. We observe that (E ,JB/P) and (E ,JP/M) are subgraphs
of (E ,JP/P). However, taking the intersection of (E ,JB/P) and (E ,JP/M)
does not give (E ,JB/M). erefore, the eect of exploiting both superpo-
sition and broadcast is larger than their individual contributions. e con-
straint graphs also provide some intuition onwhy the benet in the hexagonal
network is larger than in the line network. If we compare the ratio of the num-
ber of edges in (E ,JP/P) and (E ,JB/M), we see that this dierence is much
larger for the hexagonal network. Hence, larger benets can be expected in
the hexagonal network.
5.5.2 Line Network
e following lemma establishes the upper bound ofeorem 5.4.
Lemma 5.13. e transport capacity ClineB/M(L) of the L + 1 node line network
under the B/Mmodel is upper bounded by
ClineB/M(L) ≤ L.
Proof. Let a set of unicast sessions and a network coding strategy over T time
slots achieving rate Rk for session k = 1, . . . ,K, be given. For i = 0, . . . , L − 1,
let Γi = {0, . . . , i}, Γ¯i = {i + 1, . . . , L}, and S = {Γi , Γ¯i ∣i = 0, . . . , L − 1}. Since
a unicast session over d hops crosses d cuts from S ,
∑
S∈S ∑k∈KS Rk =
K∑
k=1dist(Sk ,Dk)Rk . (5.28)
We start developing a cut-set bound following the line of proof found
in [14,eorem 14.10.1], for instance.is gives
∑
k∈KΓi Rk ≤ 1T
T∑
t=1 I(XΓi [t];Y Γ¯i [t]∣X Γ¯i [t]). (5.29)
Summing the LHS and RHS in (5.29) over all 2L cuts in S and using (5.28)
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give
K∑
k=1dist(Sk ,Dk)Rk ≤ 1T
T∑
t=1
L−1∑
i=0[I(XΓi [t];Y Γ¯i [t]∣X Γ¯i [t])+ I(X Γ¯i [t];YΓi [t]∣XΓi [t])], (5.30)
where the second term on the RHS corresponds to reverse cuts Γ¯i . Now, due
to the fact that the transmission schedule is xed ahead of time, P(Xv[t] =
σ) ∈ {0, 1} for each t and each v ∈ V . We proceed by upper bounding the
RHS as
K∑
k=1dist(Sk ,Dk)Rk ≤ maxt
L−1∑
i=0[I(XΓi [t];Y Γ¯i [t]∣X Γ¯i [t])+ I(X Γ¯i [t];YΓi [t]∣XΓi [t])]. (5.31)
is means, that for any achievable transport capacity, there must exist a joint
distribution on Xv , with P(Xv = σ) ∈ {0, 1} for each v ∈ V , satisfying
K∑
k=1dist(Sk ,Dk)Rk ≤
L−1∑
i=0[I(XΓi ;Y Γ¯i ∣X Γ¯i) + I(X Γ¯i ;YΓi ∣XΓi)] (5.32)
≤ L−1∑
i=0[I(Xi ;Yi+1∣X Γ¯i) + I(Xi+1;Yi ∣XΓi)], (5.33)
where the second inequality follows aer decomposing the mutual informa-
tion terms and using (5.8).2
We now argue that for all probability distributions of this kind, the right
hand side of (5.33) is upper bounded by L. From (5.8) it follows that each term
individually can be at most one.erefore, it is sucient to show that at most
L terms in (5.33) can be made positive. By Lemma 5.12, this number is exactly
the size of the maximum independent set in the constraint graph (E ,JB/M),
2A more common form of the cut-set bound is to introduce a time-sharing variable and
perform an averaging argument instead of taking themaximum over t on the RHS. In general,
however, the averaged distribution does not satisfy the condition that P(Xv = σ) ∈ {0, 1} for
all v ∈ V .
(a) Constraint graph (E ,JB/M) for the line network, where E is represented
by square shaped nodes andJB/M by solid lines. Moreover, the line network(V , E) is depicted by circle shaped nodes and dotted lines.
(b) (E ,J ′), where J ′ ⊂ JB/M.
(c) Constraint graph (E ,JB/P) for the line network. (V , E) is now omitted
for clarity.
(d) (E ,J ′), where J ′ ⊂ JB/P.
Figure 5.6: Line network. Interference relations under theB/M andB/Pmod-
els.
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which is depicted in Figure 5.6a. Since the size of the maximum independent
set can not decrease in size by removing some of the edges of (E ,JB/M), we
consider the graph given in 5.6b. Since this graph consists of disjoint com-
ponents which are cliques, the maximum independent set is upper bound by
the number of components, which is L.
e following lemma establishes the upper bound ofeorem 5.2.
Lemma 5.14. e transport capacity ClineB/P(L) of the L + 1 node line network
under the B/Pmodel is upper bounded by
ClineB/P(L) ≤ ⌈23L⌉ .
Proof. We apply Lemma 5.11 by starting from (5.33) and considering the con-
straint graph (E ,JB/P) as given in Figure 5.6c. Again, by removing edges we
get the graph depicted in Figure 5.6d, which consists of disjoint components
which are cliques. In counting the number of cliques we need to take into ac-
count edge eects. It can easily be veried that we have 2 ⌊ L3 ⌋ + (L mod 3) =⌈ 2L3 ⌉ cliques.
e following lemma establishes the upper bound ofeorem 5.3.
Lemma 5.15. e transport capacity ClineP/M(L) of the L + 1 node line network
under the P/Mmodel is upper bounded by
ClineP/M(L) ≤ ⌈23L⌉ .
Proof. We apply Lemma 5.10 by starting from (5.33) and considering the con-
straint graph (E ,JP/M) as given in Figure 5.7a. Again, by removing edges we
get the graph depicted in Figure 5.7b, which consists of disjoint components
which are cliques. Now, by similarity to Figure 5.6d, the size of the maximum
independent set equals that of the B/P case.
e following lemma establishes the upper bound ofeorem 5.1.
(a) Constraint graph (E ,JP/M) for the line network.
(b) (E ,J ′), where J ′ ⊂ JP/M.
(c) Constraint graph (E ,JP/P) for the line network.
(d) (E ,J ′), where J ′ ⊂ JP/P.
Figure 5.7: Line network. Interference relations under theP/M andP/Pmod-
els.
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Lemma 5.16. e transport capacity ClineP/P(L) of the L + 1 node line network
under the P/Pmodel is upper bounded by
ClineP/P(L) ≤ ⌈ 12L⌉ .
Proof. We apply Lemma 5.9 by starting from (5.33) and considering the con-
straint graph (E ,JP/P) as given in Figure 5.7c. Again, by removing links we
get the graph depicted in Figure 5.7d, which consists of disjoint components
which are cliques. It can easily be veried that we have ⌊ L2 ⌋+(L mod 2) = ⌈ L2 ⌉
cliques.
5.5.3 Hexagonal Lattice
In this section we establish the upper bounds ofeorems 5.5–5.8. e fol-
lowing lemma establishes the upper bound ofeorem 5.8.
Lemma 5.17. e transport capacity ChexB/M(L,M) of the (L+ 1)×(M+ 1) node
hexagonal network under the B/Mmodel is upper bounded by
ChexB/M(L,M) ≤ 2LM + 2(L +M).
Proof. Consider the cuts
Γ1i = {(u1, u2) ∈ V ∣u1 ≤ i} , i = 0, . . . , L − 1, (5.34)
Γ2i = {(u1, u2) ∈ V ∣u2 ≤ i} , i = 0, . . . ,M − 1, (5.35)
Γ3i = {(u1, u2) ∈ V ∣u1 + u2 ≤ i} , i = 0, . . . , L +M − 1. (5.36)
Let S = {Γ1i , Γ¯1i }L−1i=0 ∪ {Γ2i , Γ¯2i }M−1i=0 ∪ {Γ3i , Γ¯3i }L+M−1i=0 , (5.37)
where we have used the notation Γ¯ ji = V/Γ ji . Figure 5.8 on the next page
depicts (V , E) and the lines inducing the cuts in S .
Since on the shortest path between two nodes, the number of cuts crossed
on each hop is 2 and no cut is crossed more than once,
∑
S∈S ∑k∈KS Rk = 2
K∑
k=1dist(Sk ,Dk)Rk . (5.38)
(0,0) (1,0) (2,0)
(0,1) (1,1) (2,1)
(0,2) (1,2) (2,2)
(0,3) (1,3) (2,3)
(a) Hexagonal network (V , E) for L = 2,M = 3.
(0,0) (1,0) (2,0)
(0,1) (1,1) (2,1)
(0,2) (1,2) (2,2)
(0,3) (1,3) (2,3)
Γ10/Γ¯10 Γ11 /Γ¯11
(b) Lines inducing the partitions Γ1i and Γ¯1i , i = 0, . . . , L − 1.
Figure 5.8: Hexagonal network with vertices located at the hexagonal lattices
and edges between nearest neighbours. Moreover, lines inducing the cuts
used to upper bound its transport capacity.
(0,0) (1,0) (2,0)
(0,1) (1,1) (2,1)
(0,2) (1,2) (2,2)
(0,3) (1,3) (2,3)
Γ20/Γ¯20
Γ21 /Γ¯21
Γ22 /Γ¯22
(c) Lines inducing the partitions Γ2i and Γ¯2i , i = 0, . . . ,M − 1.
(0,0) (1,0) (2,0)
(0,1) (1,1) (2,1)
(0,2) (1,2) (2,2)
(0,3) (1,3) (2,3)
Γ30/Γ¯30
Γ31 /Γ¯31
Γ32 /Γ¯32
Γ33 /Γ¯33 Γ34/Γ¯34
(d) Lines inducing the partitions Γ3i and Γ¯
3
i , i = 0, . . . , L +M − 1.
Figure 5.8: (Cont’d) Hexagonal network with vertices located at the hexagonal
lattices and edges between nearest neighbours. Moreover, lines inducing the
cuts used to upper bound its transport capacity.
Figure 5.9: Subgraph of the constraint graph (E ,JB/M). Depicted are (E ,J ′),J ′ ⊂ JB/M, with E as square vertices and J ′ as solid lines and the hexagonal
network (V , E) in round vertices and dashed lines.
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Developing a cut-set bound in similar fashion to the proof of Lemma 5.13
and summing over all cuts leads to
2
K∑
k=1dist(Sk ,Dk)Rk ≤
L−1∑
i=0[I(XΓ1i ;Y Γ¯1i ∣X Γ¯1i ) + I(X Γ¯1i ;YΓ1i ∣XΓ1i )] (5.39)
+ M−1∑
i=0 [I(XΓ2i ;Y Γ¯2i ∣X Γ¯2i ) + I(X Γ¯2i ;YΓ2i ∣XΓ2i )] (5.40)
+ L+M−1∑
i=0 [I(XΓ3i ;Y Γ¯3i ∣X Γ¯3i ) + I(X Γ¯3i ;YΓ3i ∣XΓ3i )], (5.41)
which is the equivalent of (5.32). By decomposing the mutual information
terms on the RHS we obtain
K∑
k=1dist(Sk ,Dk)Rk ≤ 12 ∑(u,v)∈E [I (Xu;Yv ∣XA(u,v),YB(u,v))+ I (Xv ;Yu ∣XC(u,v),YD(u,v)) ]. (5.42)
e setsA(u, v), B(u, v),C(u, v) andD(u, v) capture the conditioning terms.
Wewill apply Lemma 5.12 which does not depend on the conditioning.ere-
fore, these sets do not aect the remainder and we will leave them unspeci-
ed. From (5.42) and Lemma 5.12 it follows that the transport capacity is up-
per bounded by the size of the maximum independent set in the constraint
graph (E ,JB/M). Note that any 3-cycle in the hexagonal network (V , E)
forms a clique in the constraint graph (E ,JB/M). erefore, we construct a
setJ ′ ⊂ JB/M consisting of 3-cycles and some unconnected nodes. Figure 5.9
depicts J ′. It can be readilly veried that there are 2LM cycles and 2(L+M)
unconnected nodes. erefore, the size of the maximum independent set is
upper bounded by 2LM + 2(L +M).
e following lemma establishes the upper bound ofeorem 5.7.
Lemma 5.18. e transport capacity ChexB/P(L,M) of the (L+ 1)×(M+ 1) node
hexagonal network under the B/Pmodel is upper bounded by
ChexB/P(L,M) ≤ 67 LM + o(LM).
(a) Clique in (E ,JB/P). (b) Clique in (E ,JP/M).
Figure 5.10: Subgraphs of the hexagonal network such that the edges form a
clique in the constraint graph (E ,JB/P) and (E ,JP/M) respectively.
Figure 5.11: Six cliques as given in 5.10a.
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Figure 5.12: Tiling the structure from 5.11.
Proof. We use the same line of proof as used for Lemma 5.17.e set of edges
depicted in Figure 5.10a form a clique in the constraint graph (E ,JB/P). Fig-
ures 5.11 and 5.12 illustrate that based on this clique the size of the maximum
independent set of (E ,JB/P) can be upper bounded by 67LM + o(LM). In
Figure 5.11 six cliques from Figure 5.10a are depicted. In Figure 5.12 the result-
ing graph is tiled around the hexagonal network, ensuring that all edges are
covered exactly once.
e following lemma establishes the upper bound ofeorem 5.6.
Lemma 5.19. e transport capacity ChexP/M(L,M) of the (L+ 1)×(M+ 1) node
hexagonal network under the P/Mmodel is upper bounded by
ChexP/M(L,M) ≤ 67 LM + o(LM).
Proof. is results follows using the proof of Lemma 5.18 with the edges from
Figure 5.10b as a clique and a tiling of cliques as depicted in Figures 5.11 and
5.12.
e following lemma establishes the upper bound ofeorem 5.5.
(a) Two cliques of (E ,JP/P).
(b) Tiling the structure of (a).
Figure 5.13: Subgraphs of the hexagonal network for which the edges form a
clique in the constraint graph (E ,JP/P).
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Lemma 5.20. e transport capacity ChexP/P(L,M) of the (L+ 1)×(M+ 1) node
hexagonal network under the P/Pmodel is upper bounded by
ChexP/P(L,M) ≤ 25LM + o(LM).
Proof. Again, we use the same line of proof as used for Lemma 5.17. Consider
the set of edges depicted in Figure 5.13a.e set is partitioned in two, such that
the edges in each partition form a clique in the constraint graph (E ,JP/P).
is means that the size of the maximum independent set of this subset of(E ,JP/P) is 2. Also, the set of edges from Figure 5.13a can be tiled around in
such a way that all edges in (V , E) are covered exactly once.is is depicted
in Figure 5.13b. From Figure 5.13b it is clear that the number of times that the
set from Figure 5.13a is used in the tiling is LM/5+ o(LM). Hence the size of
the maximum independent set is at most 25LM + o(LM).
5.6 Achievable Schemes
5.6.1 Line Network
In this section we establish the lower bounds ofeorems 5.1–5.4. e fol-
lowing lemma establishes the lower bound ofeorem 5.4.
Lemma 5.21. e transport capacity ClineB/M(L) of the L + 1 node line network
under the B/Mmodel satises
ClineB/M(L) ≥ L.
Proof. We consider the multiple unicast conguration in which two sessions
have sources and receivers at the endpoints of the network, i.e.,
S1 = 0, D1 = L,
S2 = L, D2 = 0. (5.43)
Let {m[t]} and {m¯[t]} be the sequence of source symbols transmitted by
S1 and S2 respectively. We will show that the nodes in the network are able
to operate in such a fashion that the symbols transmitted are as depicted in
Figure 5.14.
t = 0
t = 1
t = 2
t = 3
t = 4
t = 5
t = 6
t = 7
t = 8
t = 9
round 0
round 1
round 2
round 3
round 4
m[0] m¯[0]
m[1] m¯[1]
m[0] m¯[0]
m[2] m[0] + m¯[0] m¯[2]
m[1] m¯[1]
m[3] m[1] + m¯[1] m¯[3]
m[2] + m¯[0] m[0] + m¯[2]
m[4] + m¯[0] m[2] + m¯[2] m[0] + m¯[4]
m[3] + m¯[1] m[1] + m¯[3]
Figure 5.14: Demonstration of the achievable scheme on the line network un-
der B/M.
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Communication proceeds in rounds. Each round consists of two time
slots. In the rst time slot the even nodes transmit; in the second time slot
the odd nodes transmit. Round 0 starts at time slot 0. Let x˜i[r] be the symbol
transmitted by node i in round r.is gives
xi[t] = ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩x˜i[⌊t/2⌋], if t ≡ i (mod 2),σ , otherwise. (5.44)
Note, that each node receives one useful symbol in each round. Each node is
transmitting in one of the time slots in each round and is not able to receive
due to half-duplex constraints. Let y˜i[r] denote the symbol received by node
i in round r. It is readilly veried that y˜i[r] = x˜i−1[r]1{i>0} + x˜i+1[r]1{i<L}.
Now we specify what symbols x˜i[r] are transmitted. In round 0 the only
non-zero symbols that are transmitted are x˜0[0] = m[0] and x˜L[0] = m¯[0].
In the next rounds coding occurs as follows
x˜i[r] = ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
m[r] + m¯[r − L], if i = 0,
y˜i[r − 1] − x˜i[r − 2], if 0 < i < L,
m¯[r] +m[r − L], if i = L, (5.45)
with the convention thatm[r−L] and m¯[r−L] are 0 for r < L. Note, that it is
implied by (5.45), that node 0 (L), which is the receiver R1 (R2), has properly
decoded source symbol m¯[r − L] (m[r − L]) before starting round r. We will
need to verify that the receivers are actually able to decode. Using induction
over the rounds, however, we can easily verify that
x˜i[r] = m[r − i] + m¯[r − L + i], (5.46)
as also reected in Figure 5.14.
e decoding procedure for m¯[r − L] by node 0 at the end of round r − 1
is
m¯[r − L] = y˜0[r − 1] −m[r − 2], (5.47)
which follows by y˜0[r − 1] − m[r − 2] = x˜1[r − 1] − m[r − 2] = m[r − 2] +
m¯[r−L]−m[r−2] = m¯[r−L]. In similar fashion it follows that the decoding
procedure for m[r − L] by node L at the end of round r − 1 is
m[r − L] = y˜L[r − 1] − m¯[r − 2]. (5.48)
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t = 0
t = 1
t = 2
Figure 5.15: Transmission schedule for one round in the achievable scheme
for the line network under B/P.
In each round one symbol for each session is transmitted and successfully
decoded some rounds later.e number of time slots per session is 2. Hence,
the throughput for both sessions equals 1/2. For each session we have ∣Sk −
Dk ∣ = L, hence the transport capacity is lower bounded by L.
e following lemma establishes the lower bound ofeorem 5.2.
Lemma 5.22. e transport capacity ClineB/P(L) of the L + 1 node line network
under the B/Pmodel satises
ClineB/P(L) ≥ 23L.
Proof. We consider the same multiple unicast conguration as used in the
proof of Lemma 5.21, i.e., according to (5.43), with two sessions that have
sources and receivers at the endpoints of the network. Many elements, in
particular notation, of the proof are the same as the proof of Lemma 5.21.e
scheme operates in rounds of three time slots. Again operation is such that
each node is transmitting exactly once in each round, i.e.,
xi[t] = ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩x˜i[⌊t/3⌋], if t ≡ i (mod 3),σ , otherwise, (5.49)
where x˜i[r] is the symbol transmitted by node i in round r. e scheduling
is illustrated in Figure 5.15. As a consequence of (5.49) each node that is not
at the border of the network receives two symbols in each round. Let y˜i[r]
denote the sum (over Fq) of the received symbols. Now, we proceed along
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t = 0
t = 1
t = 2
Figure 5.16: Transmission schedule for one round in the achievable scheme
for the line network under P/M.
the lines of the proof of Lemma 5.21: coding is according to (5.45) and rela-
tions (5.46), (5.47) and (5.48) hold. Hence, the two sessions achieve through-
put 13 symbols per time slot over distance L, leading to a lower bound of
2
3L
symbols×hops per time slot on the transport capacity.
e scheme given for the proof of Lemma 5.22 is essentially the same as
used for the proof of Lemma 5.21. e main dierence is in the scheduling
of the transmissions.e next lemma provides the lower bound required for
eorem 5.3. Again the scheme is essentially the same as above.
Lemma 5.23. e transport capacity ClineP/M(L) of the L + 1 node line network
under the P/Mmodel satises
ClineP/M(L) ≥ 23L.
Proof. We continue with the conguration and notation used in the proof of
Lemmas 5.21 and 5.22. Rounds consist of three time slots, with node i trans-
mitting the symbol x˜i[r] in round r. More precisely, we have
xi[t] = ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
x˜i[⌊t/3⌋], if (i − t) ≡ 0 (mod 3) and i > 0,
x˜i[⌊t/3⌋], if (i − t) ≡ 1 (mod 3) and i < L,
σ , otherwise.
(5.50)
Note that this means that nodes 1, . . . , L − 1 transmit the same symbol twice
in each round. Nodes 0 and L transmit only once. Let ai[t] denote the neigh-
bour that i is transmitting to in time slot t. We need to dene ai[t] only for
S1 D1 S2D2 S3 D3 S4D4
Figure 5.17: Conguration of unicast sessions, that is used to achieve ⌈L/2⌉
symbols×hops per time slot under P/P.
Figure 5.18: Conguration of unicast sessions on the hexagonal lattice, used
to achieve LM/3 + o(LM) symbols×hops per time slot under P/P.
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those time slots in which a node is transmitting. We use
ai[t] = ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩i − 1, if (i − t) ≡ 0 (mod 3),i + 1, if (i − t) ≡ 1 (mod 3), (5.51)
leading to the transmission schedule depicted in Figure 5.16. Nowwe perform
coding and decoding according to (5.45)–(5.48). Since rounds consist of three
time slots, we achieve 23L symbols×hops per time slot.
Lemma 5.24. e transport capacity ClineP/P(L) of the L + 1 node line network
under the P/Pmodel satises
ClineP/P(L) ≥ ⌈ 12L⌉ .
Proof. Let unicast sessions be given as depicted in Figure 5.17.e number of
sessions equals ⌈L/2⌉.e sources of all sessions can transmit simultaneously
without causing interference. erefore, the number of symbols×hops per
time slot that is achieved equals the number of sessions, ⌈L/2⌉. No (de)coding
is required since all sinks receive uncoded information directly from their
source.
5.6.2 Hexagonal Lattice
In this section we give constructive schemes on the hexagonal lattice, pro-
viding proofs for the achievable part ofeorems 5.5–5.8. e next lemma
provides the lower bound required foreorem 5.5.
Lemma 5.25. e transport capacity ChexP/P(L,M) of the (L+ 1)×(M+ 1) node
hexagonal network under the P/Pmodel satises
ChexP/P(L,M) ≥ 13LM + o(LM).
Proof. Let unicast sessions be given as depicted in Figure 5.18. e number
of sessions equals LM/3 + o(LM). e sources of all sessions can transmit
simultaneously without causing interference at the destinations. erefore,
(a) B/P
(b) P/M
Figure 5.19: A valid scheduling of transmissions under theB/P andP/Mmod-
els.
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the number of symbols×hops per time slot that is achieved equals the number
of sessions, LM/3+ o(LM). No (de)coding is required since all sinks receive
uncoded information directly from their source.
e next lemma provides the lower bound required foreorem 5.7.
Lemma 5.26. e transport capacity ChexB/P(L,M) of the (L+ 1)×(M+ 1) node
hexagonal network under the B/Pmodel is at least
ChexB/P(L,M) ≥ 25L(M + 1).
Proof. Consider 2(M + 1) unicast sessions with sources and sinks at the le
and right borders of the network, i.e., Sk = (0, k), Dk = (L, k) for k =
0, . . . ,M and Sk¯ = (L, k¯), Dk¯ = (0, k¯) for k¯ = M + 1, . . . , 2M + 1. Consider
a scheduling of transmissions as depicted in Figure 5.19a. By using 5 time
slots and shiing this pattern of scheduled transmissions around, each node
is transmitting to its le and right neighbour exactly once in each round. Now,
using the scheme given in the proof of Lemma 5.22, we achieve a throughput
of 1/5 for each session. In total there are 2(M+1) sessions over distance L.
e next lemma provides the lower bound required foreorem 5.6.
Lemma 5.27. e transport capacity ChexP/M(L,M) of the (L+ 1)×(M+ 1) node
hexagonal network under the P/Mmodel satises
ChexP/M(L,M) ≥ 25L(M + 1).
Proof. e proof is along the lines of the proof of Lemma 5.26, but with a
scheduling as depicted in Figure 5.19b and the line network coding scheme
from Lemma 5.23.
Note that in the previous two lemmas we can also achieve 25(L + 1)M by
considering sessions from top to bottom and vice versa. Both lead to 25LM +
o(LM) symbols×hops per time slot as given in the statement ofeorems 5.6
and 5.7.
Finally we present an achievable scheme for the B/M model, providing
a proof for the lower bound ofeorem 5.8. e achievable scheme for the
(a) t = 0
(b) t = 1
(c) t = 2
(d) t = 3
(e) t = 4
Figure 5.20: Illustrating even-odd scheduling and simple retransmissions
over F2 under B/M. Nodes that are transmitting are depicted by square ver-
tices. Filled vertices are transmitting a symbol, other vertices transmit zero.
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B/Mmodel is constructed based on a simple transmission scheme, consisting
of the following elements:
Even-odd scheduling: Transmissions are scheduled in such a way that node(u1, u2) transmits in time slot t i u1 ≡ t (mod 2).
Simple retransmissions: All symbols are from F2. Nodes retransmit what
they have received in the previous time slot. Since we operate under
B/M this is the sum of what has been transmitted by its neighbours.
Even-odd scheduling and simple retransmissions are illustrated in Figure 5.20
for the special case of L = 8 and M = 2. In the gure one can observe that
a symbol that is initially transmitted by one node will be retransmitted four
time slots later by exactly two other nodes.is is made precise in the follow-
ing lemma which we will prove in Appendix 5.A.
Lemma 5.28. Assume even-odd scheduling and simple retransmissions over F2
on the (L + 1) × (M + 1) hexagonal network, where M = 2κ − 2, κ ≥ 2 and
L ≥ 2κ+1. Let 2κ ≤ u1 ≤ L − 2κ , even, and 0 ≤ u2 ≤ M. Suppose that in time slot
t = 0 node (u1, u2) transmits a symbol m and all other nodes transmit 0.en,
at time t = 2κ , nodes (u1 − 2κ , u2) and (u1 + 2κ , u2) transmit m and all other
nodes transmit 0.
Note that the height of the network, i.e., the value of M, is critical. e
result does not hold for arbitrary values ofM. Using the even-odd scheduling,
the simple retransmission scheme and the above result we are now ready to
prove the lower bound ofeorem 5.8.
Lemma 5.29. Assume q = 2. e transport capacity ChexB/M(L,M) of the (L +
1) × (M + 1) node hexagonal network under the B/Mmodel satises
ChexB/M(L,M) ≥ LM + o(LM).
Proof. Assume for the moment that
M = 2κ − 2, and L = (a + 2) ⋅ 2κ − 2, (5.52)
for integers κ ≥ 2 and a ≥ 1.e network is operated in rounds of 2κ time slots.
In the rst time slot of a round each node transmits according to a coding
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scheme that will be specied below. In the remaining time slots operation of
the network is restricted to even-odd scheduling and simple retransmissions.
e symbols that are received in the nal time slot of a round are stored, the
other symbols are discarded. From Lemma 5.28 and linearity of the coding
operations it follows that employing even-odd scheduling and simple retrans-
missions decomposes the network into independent line networks that are
operated in rounds of 2κ time slots. More precisely, for each 0 ≤ c1 ≤ 2κ−1 − 1
and 0 ≤ c2 ≤ 2κ − 2 we have an ‘induced line network’ consisting of the points
(2κ + 2c1, c2), (2 ⋅ 2κ + 2c1, c2), (3 ⋅ 2κ + 2c1, c2), . . . , (a ⋅ 2κ + 2c1, c2). (5.53)
e choice of L in (5.52) comes from the fact that for point (a ⋅ 2κ + 2κ − 2, u2)
of the line network with c1 = 2κ−1 − 1 and c2 = u2, we need
a ⋅ 2κ + 2κ − 2 ≤ L − 2κ (5.54)
in order to apply Lemma 5.28.
ere are 2κ−1(2κ − 1) induced line networks, each of size a. Note, that
these line networks do not have any half-duplex constraints.is means that
for each induced line network, the achievable strategy used in Lemma 5.21
can be extended to a strategy in which all transmissions are scheduled si-
multaneously. For each ‘induced line network’ this leads to 2 sessions, each
operating at throughput 1 symbol per round, transmitting over a distance of
a − 1 ‘induced hops’. Hence, each induced line network supports 2(a − 1)
symbols×‘induced hops’ per round. Since the length of an induced hop is 2κ ,
and the length of a round is 2κ time slots, it follows that the capacity of the
hexagonal network is lower bounded by
2(a − 1)2κ−1 (2κ − 1) 2κ2−κ = (a − 1)2κ(2κ − 1) (5.55)
symbols×hops per time slot.
Finally, we relax constraint (5.52) and consider the case of arbitrary (large)
L and M. e scheme that was developed above, will be applied to disjoint
subsets of the network of size (L′ + 1) × (M′ + 1), where
M′ = 2κ − 2, and L′ = (a + 2) ⋅ 2κ − 2, (5.56)
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L + 1
L′ + 1
M′ + 1
M + 1
Figure 5.21: Subsets of size (L′ + 1) × (M′ + 1).
with
κ = ⌊log2 log2(M + 1)⌋ , (5.57)
and
a = max{a′ ∈ N ∣ (a′ + 2)2κ − 2 ≤ L} = ⌊L + 2
2κ
⌋ − 2. (5.58)
ese subsets are chosen in such a way that they are separated by one hori-
zontal line of nodes that remain silent and are not used.e idea is depicted
in Figure 5.21. Note that the conditionM ≥ 15 ensures κ ≥ 2. We observe that
the number of subsets created equals
b = ⌊M + 1
2κ
⌋ . (5.59)
In each subset of size (L′+ 1)×(M′+ 1) the number of symbols×hops per
time slot that is achieved is given by (5.55). Hence, combining (5.55), (5.57),
(5.58) and (5.59), the number of symbols×hops per time slot that is achieved
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in the whole network of size (L + 1) × (M + 1) equals
b(a − 1)2κ (2κ − 1) = ⌊M + 1
2κ
⌋ (⌊L + 2
2κ
⌋ − 3) 2κ (2κ − 1)
≥(M + 1
2κ
− 1)(L + 2
2κ
− 4) 2κ (2κ − 1)
= (M + 1 − 2κ) (L + 2 − 2κ+2) (1 − 2−κ)≥ (M + 1 − log2(1 +M)) (L + 2− 4 log2(1 +M))(1 − 11
2 log2(1 +M))=LM + o(LM).
5.7 Extension to Gaussian Models
emain results of thiswork areeorems 5.1–5.4 and 5.5–5.8 fromSection ??.
ese results give bounds on the capacity of networks with a deterministic
communication model, as dened in Section 2.2. Our main results can be
used to infer results for networks with more intricate communicationmodels
by a two-step procedure. In the rst step, the more intricate communication
model is reduced to one of the four deterministic models.is step will typ-
ically involve suitable error-correcting codes. In the second step, using the
reduced network model, the results of this chapter can be directly applied. In
this section, we give an outline of this procedure for a simple Gaussian model
with local interference.
5.7.1 Gaussian Model
We propose to consider a particularly simple Gaussian model with local in-
terference only, as follows. Consider a set of nodes V , each v ∈ V with a
neighborhood Nv .e signal received by v ∈ V is given by
Yv = Z˜v + ∑
u∈Nv/{v}
1
dα/2uv Xu , (5.60)
where Z˜v is i.i.d. Gaussian noise of zero mean and unit variance, α is the
path loss exponent, and duv denotes the distance between nodes u and v .
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e transmitted signals Xu are assumed to be individually power-constrained
with power P. In the remainder we will consider a line network in which all
distances between neighbours are equal, and thus, we will set duv = 1, without
loss of generality. For the L + 1 node Gaussian line network (5.60) reduces to
Yi = ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
Z˜0 + X1, if i = 0
Z˜i + Xi−1 + Xi+1, if 0 < i < L
Z˜L + XL−1, if i = L. (5.61)
5.7.2 P/PModel
In this section we will outline how the Gaussian line network can be reduced
to theP/Pmodel. In the rst step of the procedure we need to nd suitable er-
ror correcting codes that turn the network into a reliable point-to-point link.
Obviously, standard error correcting codes can be used. It remains to deter-
mine the maximum rate that can be achieved on each link. Since, under the
P/Pmodel, all interference is avoided, this maximum rate is simply the stan-
dard AWGN capacity.e second step of the procedure involves application
ofeorem 5.1. Note thateorem 5.1 is based on the assumption that the
link capacity is one. Taking into account that in the reduced Gaussian model
the link capacity is
1
2
logq (1 + P) (5.62)
q-ary symbols per time slot, it follows fromeorem 5.1 that the resulting
transport capacity is
ClineP/P(L, P) = ⌈ 12L⌉ 12 logq (1 + P) (5.63)
q-ary symbols×hops per time slot.
5.7.3 B/MModel
e reduction of the Gaussian model to a P/P model involves only the use
of standard error correcting codes. More interestingly, exploiting recent ad-
vances, we can also reduce the Gaussian network to the B/M model. In par-
ticular, consider the single multiple-access channel to node i, with 0 < i < L,
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as in (5.61). Transmitters i − 1 and i + 1 both have a q-ary message. Now
suppose that the receiver attempts to decode the sum of both q-ary messages.
is problem has been studied in [64], where it was shown that themaximum
achievable rate R for which the sum can be reliably decoded satises
1
2
logq ( 12 + P) ≤ R ≤ 12 logq(1 + P). (5.64)
We note that this involves the use of lattice codes in a particular fashion, but
we refer the reader to [64] for further details. Using this formula andeo-
rem 5.4, we can infer that
ClineB/M(L, P) ≥ L2 logq ( 12 + P) . (5.65)
q-ary symbols×hops per time slot can be achieved.
Note, that
lim
L→∞ limP→∞
ClineB/M(L, P)
Cline
P/P(L, P) ≥ limL→∞ L⌈ 12L⌉ = 2. (5.66)
Hence the multiplicative improvement obtained by moving from the P/P to
theB/Mmodel is the same in the Gaussian line network as in the determinis-
tic network, for which this result was presented in Figure 5.1.e results pre-
sented in this section provide a lower bound on the improvements in trans-
port capacity that can be obtained by exploiting broadcast and interference in
our Gaussian network, compared to reducing the network to point-to-point
links.e reduction to theB/M deterministicmodel, using lattice codes, pro-
vides an achievable strategy that is not neccesarily optimal. e interesting
point is that these lattice codes provide a means of exploiting interference
that could be implemented in practice.
5.8 Discussion
Capacity bounds have been compared for four dierent deterministic models
of wireless networks, representing four dierent ways of handling broadcast
and superposition in the physical layer.ese deterministicmodels have been
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inspired by recent studies on decoding functions of messages over a multiple
access channel. One of the conclusion is that exploiting superposition and
broadcast can lead to an increase in transport capacity of the hexagonal lattice
of at least 150% and at most 500%.
Wehave presented a simple coding scheme for the hexagonal lattice under
the B/M model. e proof techniques that have been introduced might be
generalized to improve upper and lower bounds and to nd more general
coding schemes, both for the line and lattice networks and other network
topologies. Of particular interest, would be to extend the results to random
topologies.
We havemade a connection between our deterministicmodels andGaus-
sianwireless networks. It will be of interest to extend these results to Gaussian
models with more realistic interference models. Moreover, in order to apply
these results in practice, decentralized coding and scheduling algorithms will
need to be developed.
5.A Proof of Lemma 5.28
Part of the proof of Lemma 5.28 consists of a reduction to counting paths in a
rectangular lattice. erefore we start this appendix with a denition of this
problem and a result concerning the number of such paths. Let Dt , Db,H > 0
and V > 0 be integers. Consider the rectangular lattice and two of its diago-
nals; one diagonal through the points {(Dt + i ,V + i)}i∈Z, the other through
the points {(H + i ,Db + i)}i∈Z. e problem that we are concerned with is
that of counting monotonic paths from (0, 0) to (H,V) in the rectangular
lattice that do not cross the diagonals. Monotonic paths are those paths that
only move up or right in each step. In the remainder of this appendix, unless
speciced otherwise, all paths under consideration are monotonic. A sub-
set of the rectangular lattice, the diagonals, and a valid path are depicted in
Figure 5.22.
e following lemma gives this number under the assumption that no
monotonic path can cross both diagonals. We follow the convention that(nk) = 0, if k < 0.
(0, 0)
(H,V)
(H,Db)
(Dt ,V)
Figure 5.22: A subset of the rectangular lattice, diagonals crossing (Dt ,V)
and (H,Db) and a path from (0, 0) to (H,V). In this gure: H = 9, V = 7,
Dt = 4, Db = 2.
(a) Path crossing the diagonal. (b) Path obtained aer reecting the
part of the path aer the rst edge
crossing the diagonal.
Figure 5.23: Reection principle. ere is a one-to-one correspondence be-
tween the set of diagonal-crossing paths in Figure 5.23a and the set of paths
in Figure 5.23b.
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Lemma 5.30. Let Dt , Db, H > 0 and V > 0 be integers. Consider the two-
dimensional rectangular grid and two of its diagonals crossing (Dt ,V) and(H,Db). Assume Dt ≤ H −Db and Db ≤ V −Dt .en the number of monotic
paths in the grid from (0, 0) to (H,V) that do not cross the diagonals is
(H + V
H
) − (H + V
Dt − 1) − (H + VDb − 1). (5.67)
Proof. Note that all paths are of length H + V . Moreover, any path needs H
steps to the right and V steps up. erefore, the total number paths equals(H+VH ). e two other terms in (5.67) correspond to the number of paths
crossing the top and bottom diagonal respectively.e assumption that Dt ≤
H − Db and Db < V − Dt ensures that there are no paths that cross both di-
agonals. e number of paths crossing the top diagonal can be found using
a reection principle, a technique that is widely used in the area of combi-
natorics, cf. [74]. ere is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of
paths from (0, 0) to (H,V) that cross the top diagonal and the total number
of paths from (0, 0) to (Dt − 1,H +V −Dt + 1).e mapping giving the cor-
respondence consists of reecting (replacing a move right, by a move up, and
vice versa) the part of the path aer the rst edge crossing the diagonal.is
reection principle is illustrated in Figure 5.23. Now it directly follows that
the number of paths that cross the top diagonal is (H+VDt−1). In the same way it
follows that the number of paths crossing the bottom diagonal is (H+VDb−1).
Note, that the problem of counting paths in the rectangular lattice with
two diagonals is very similar to counting Dyck paths, cf. [74].e dierences
with counting Dyck paths are that instead of one diagonal we have two diag-
onals. Dyck paths, moreover, would start and end at the diagonal. Various
generalizations have been considered in literature [74], but we are not aware
of results related to our counting problem.
Next we present a standard result on congruence relations for binomial
coecients.
eorem 5.31 (Lucas [59]). Let c be a prime number and let a and b, a ≥ b, be
positive integers written in base c, i.e., let a = ∑si=0 aic i and b = ∑ti=0 bic i with
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Figure 5.24: Graph (V , E′).
0 ≤ ai < c, 0 ≤ bi < c, as ≠ 0, bt ≠ 0 and s ≥ t.en
(a
b
) ≡ t∏
i=0 (aibi) (mod c). (5.68)
We will be using the following corollary to Lucas’eorem.
Corollary 5.32. Let κ and b be positive integers, b < 2κ . en (2κb ) ≡ 0 (mod
2).
Proof. Since 0 < b < 2κ , we have b = ∑ti=0 bi2i , where 0 < t < κ and bt = 1.
Fromeorem 5.31 we have
(2κ
b
) ≡ t∏
i=0 (0bi) (mod 2) ≡ 0 (mod 2). (5.69)
Wemake the following observation on even-odd scheduling togetherwith
simple retransmissions. Suppose that a node (u1, u2) is transmitting. en,
the following nodes are receiving from (u1, u2):(u1 − 1, u2 + 1), (u1 − 1, u2), (u1 + 1, u2), (u1 + 1, u2 − 1).
erefore, we associate with a hexagonal network (V , E) that is operated in
this fashion, a graph (V , E′), where
E′ = ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩((u1, u2), (v1, v2)) ∈ V × V
RRRRRRRRRRR(v1, v2) ∈ {(u1 + 1, u2),
(u1 + 1, u2 − 1), (u1 − 1, u2), (u1 − 1, u2 + 1)}⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭. (5.70)
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e graph (V , E′) is depicted in Figure 5.24 for L = 8 and M = 2. One can
easily verify the following lemma, which is therefore given without a proof.
Lemma 5.33. Assume even-odd scheduling and simple retransmissions over F2
on a hexagonal network (V , E). Suppose that in time slot t = 0 node (u1, u2)
transmits a symbol m and all other nodes transmit 0. en at time t node(v1, v2) transmits symbol m i in the graph (V , E′) the number of paths from(u1, u2) to (v1, v2) of length t is odd. Nodes not transmitting the symbol m are
transmitting zero.
Note that these paths need not be simple, i.e., they can use the same ver-
tices and edges multiple times.is implies that paths can contain cycles. In
order to simplify the discussion we introduce some notation. ere are four
types of edges in the graph (V , E′), these types will be denoted as
l ∶ for edges of type ((u1, u2), (u1 − 1, u2)), (5.71)
r ∶ for edges of type ((u1, u2), (u1 + 1, u2)), (5.72)
u ∶ for edges of type ((u1, u2), (u1 − 1, u2 + 1)), (5.73)
d ∶ for edges of type ((u1, u2), (u1 + 1, u2 − 1)), (5.74)
where the l(e), r(ight), u(p) and d(own) denote the movement made from
the perspective of (u1, u2). Note that movements u and d are also aecting
the value of the rst coordinate. Hence, naming these up-le and down-right
would have been more accurate. Given the starting vertex of a path, it can be
represented in terms of a sequence from {l, r, u, d}∗, representing the moves
taken from the starting vertex.e superscript ∗ is used to denote the union
of the k-ary Cartesian products, k ∈ N. Since we will consider sets of paths
starting from the same vertex, we will represent paths only by the sequence
of moves. Let P(s) be the subsequence, restricted to u and d movements, of
a sequence s ∈ {l, r, u, d}∗. For s = l u l u d r l u d, for instance, we have P(s) =
uudud. Finally, let l(s), r(s), u(s) and d(s) be the number of occurences of
respectively l, r, u and d in s.
e proof of Lemma 5.28, the aimof this appendix, is a direct consequence
of Lemma 5.33 and the following Lemma 5.34.
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Lemma 5.34. Given (V , E′) of size (L+ 1)× (M + 1), where M = 2κ − 2, κ ≥ 2
and L ≥ 2κ+1. Let (u1, u2) ∈ V, (v1, v2) ∈ V, where 2κ ≤ u1 ≤ L − 2κ . Let A be
the number of paths of length 2κ from (u1, u2) to (v1, v2). We have
A ≡ ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩1 (mod 2), if ∣v1 − u1∣ = 2
κ and v2 = u2,
0 (mod 2), otherwise. (5.75)
Proof. Let n = 2κ . W.l.o.g. consider v1 −u1 ≥ 0. Moreover, we consider v1 −u1
even, since, if v1 − u1 is odd there are no paths of length n from (u1, u2) to(v1, v2). LetA be the set of all paths of length n from (u1, u2) to (v1, v2). We
partitionA into sets of paths that have the same {u, d}∗ subsequence, i.e., for
p ∈ {u, d}∗ let Ap = {s ∈ A∣P(s) = p}. (5.76)
Note that there are many p for whichAp is empty, since not all p can lead to
a valid path from (u1, u2) to (v1, v2). e sequence uu⋯uu of length n, for
instance, is not a valid path in (V , E), since it would ‘cross the boundary’ of
the graph. Also, there are p that can not lead to a path that ends in (v1, v2).
More precisely, we have the following basic constraints. First, we need
u(s) − d(s) = u2 − v2. (5.77)
Moreover, we need (r(s) + d(s)) − (l(s) + u(s)) = v1 − u1. Combined with
l(s) + r(s) + u(s) + d(s) = n this leads to
l(s) + u(s) = n − v1 + u1
2
, (5.78)
r(s) + d(s) = n + v1 − u1
2
. (5.79)
Since we consider v1−u1 even, (n−v1+u1)/2 and (n+v1−u1)/2 are integers.
Let Ap = ∣Ap∣. Now,
A = n∑
k=0 ∑p∈{u,d}k Ap = A∅ +
n−1∑
k=1 ∑p∈{u,d}k Ap + ∑p∈{u,d}n Ap . (5.80)
e following claims, whichwill be proved in the remainder, prove the lemma:
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1. A∅ ≡ ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩1 (mod 2), if ∣v1 − u1∣ = 2
κ and v2 = u2,
0 (mod 2), otherwise,
2. Ap ≡ 0 (mod 2) for 1 ≤ ∣p∣ ≤ n − 1,
3. ∑p∈{u,d}n Ap ≡ 0 (mod 2).
For Claim 1 note that if u2 ≠ v2 we haveA∅ = 0 because constraint (5.77) is
not satised. For u2 = v2 we need to show that A∅ ≡ 1 (mod 2) i v1−u1 = n.
Note that A∅ = ( nl(s)). From u(s) = 0 and (5.78) it follows that l(s) = (n −
v1 + u1)/2. Hence, if v1 − u1 < n then 0 < l(s) < n, and Corollary 5.32 gives( n
l(s)) ≡ 0 (mod 2). If v1 − u1 = n, then l(s) = 0 and ( nl(s)) = 1.
For Claim 2 we show that Ap ≡ 0 (mod 2) by giving an explicit construc-
tion of the sequences inAp.e construction is in two phases. We start from
a length n sequence with undened entries. In the rst phase, the sequence
p is embedded in this length n sequence. In the second phase the remain-
ing undened entries are lled with l and r moves. ere are ( n∣p∣) ways to
perform the rst phase. By Corollary 5.32, since 1 ≤ ∣p∣ ≤ n − 1, we have( n∣p∣) ≡ 0 (mod 2). e number of ways to perform the second phase is in-
dependent of the result of the rst phase. Ap is, therefore, a multiple of ( n∣p∣),
proving Claim 2.
For the proof of Claim 3 rst note that
∑
p∈{u,d}n Ap = ∣{s ∈ A∣l(s) = r(s) = 0}∣, (5.81)
i.e., we are counting the paths of length n from (u1, u2) to (v1, v2) that have
only u and dmoves.e constraints (5.77)–(5.79) reduce to
u(s) = n − v1 + u1
2
, (5.82)
d(s) = n + v1 − u1
2
. (5.83)
e problem of counting the paths that satisfy these constraints is tackled by
reducing it to countingmonotonic paths in the rectangular lattice, for which a
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result was presented in Lemma 5.30. In the rectangular lattice considermono-
tonic paths from (0, 0) to ((n − v1 + u1)/2, (n + v1 − u1)/2). Note that length
of these paths is always n. By associating a u move in (V , E′) to a move
up in the rectangular lattice and a d move in (V , E′) with a right move in
the rectangular lattice, we see that there is a one-to-one correspondence be-
tween paths of u and dmoves in (V , E′) and monotonic paths from (0, 0) to(n − v1 + u1)/2 × (n + v1 − u1)/2 in the rectangular lattice.
In addition to the constraints on u(s) and d(s), the top and bottom bor-
ders of (V , E′) impose constraints on the sequences corresponding to valid
paths. Starting with the constraint imposed by the top border, note that a
path starting from (u1, u2) can start with at most n − 2 − u2 consecutive u
moves. Also, aer each d move, an additional u move is allowed. ere-
fore, the constraint imposed by the top border of (V , E′) corresponds to a
diagonal crossing (0, n − 2 − u2) in the rectangular lattice. A path in the
lattice corresponding to a valid path in (V , E′) can not cross this diagonal.
In similar fashion it follows that the bottom border of (V , E′) imposes a
constraint in the form of a diagonal crossing (u2, 0) in the rectangular lat-
tice. Note that the diagonal crossing in (u2, 0) also crosses in ((n + v1 −
u1)/2, (n + v1 − u1)/2 − u2). e diagonal crossing in (0, n − 2 − u2) also
crosses in ((n − v1 + u1)/2, (n − v1 + u1)/2 − (n − 2 − u2)). In terms of
Lemma 5.30 we have reduced our problem to countingmonotonic paths from(0, 0) to ((n − v1 + u1)/2, (n + v1 − u1)/2) in the rectangular lattice, not
crossing the diagonals ((n − v1 + u1)/2, (n − v1 + u1)/2 − (n − 2 − u2)) and((n + v1 − u1)/2, (n + v1 − u1)/2 − u2). From Lemma 5.30 we obtain
∑
p∈{u,d}n Ap = ( nn−v1+u12 )− ( nn−v1+u1
2 − (n − 2 − u2) − 1)− ( nn+v1−u1
2 − u2 − 1). (5.84)
Observe that the rst term is always even.e second term is odd i
(n − v1 + u1)/2 − (n − 2 − u2) − 1 = 0 Ô⇒ u2 = n + v1 − u12 − 1. (5.85)
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e third term is odd i
(n + v1 − u1)/2 − u2 − 1 = 0 Ô⇒ u2 = n + v1 − u12 − 1. (5.86)
From (5.85) and (5.86) it follows that the sum of the second and third term
in (5.84) is always even.

Chapter 6
Outlook
e ideas put forward in the seminal work [2] have led to surge of follow-up
work in the area of network coding. Many dierent potential benets of net-
work coding have been identied in recent literature — some of these have
been mentioned in Chapter 1, and many more exist [1, 24]. Despite the sig-
nicant body of literature, most known results (including parts of this thesis)
are of a theoretical nature. It is important to also develop methods that allow
to implement these new ideas in technology. is chapter gives some sug-
gestions on how to bring the results that have been reported in this thesis to
practice.
A big part of this thesis has focussed on two specic benets: 1) reduction
of energy consumption and 2) increase of transport capacity. For wireless net-
works it has been characterized how large these benets are if broadcast and
interference are exploited in combinationwith the use of network coding.e
results that have been obtained are based on coding and scheduling strategies
that are carefully constructed using knowledge of the whole network and as-
suming synchronization between nodes. One of the challenges that will need
to be addressed in futurework is to develop coding and scheduling algorithms
that allow to obtain the reported benets in practice. is means that the
coding and scheduling strategies will need to be constructed by nodes in a
decentralized fashion, i.e., without a priori knowledge of the complete net-
work topology.
If network coding is not used, the coding problem reduces to a routing
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problem, i.e., the problem reduces to nding paths in the network. As ex-
plained in Chapter 4, in the case of multiple unicast with the aim of minimiz-
ing energy consumption, the paths between various source–destination pairs
can be constructed independently of each other. Many algorithms have been
developed that allow to nd paths in networks in a decentralized fashion —
the Dijkstra algorithm is a notable example. If network coding is employed
paths can no longer be constructed independently for each session.e net-
work congurations that have been introduced in Chapter 4 might lead the
reader to think that also for the case of network coding, paths can be found
independently. Indeed, it is the case that for these congurations, symbols
travel only along the shortest paths. However, there are examples [19] of con-
gurations in which these paths can not be constructed independently. e
construction of optimal paths is an open problem. In fact it is not even known
if the notion of “transmitting along paths” is always useful when network cod-
ing is used. Consider for example the strategy used to prove Lemma 5.29. Us-
ing this strategy each symbol is transmitted by dierent nodes in a large area
of the network and it is not possible to identify paths along which symbols
are transmitted. Of course the above scheme was used to achieve high trans-
port capacity. If similar examples exist for the case that energy consumption
is minimized is unknown.
e class of decode-and-recombine strategies, as dened in Section 1.4,
was introduced as part of a complete wireless network protocol stack (COPE)
in [46]. e construction of paths is done independently for each session.
Even though this is not optimal, the performance of COPE in terms of energy
consumption reduction seems promising. However, based on [57] and the
results from Chapter 4 of this thesis it is clear that signicantly more energy
can be saved by considering strategies other thandecode-and-recombine.e
most important contribution of [46] is that it demonstrates that network cod-
ing can signicantly improve performance in real networks. Interestingly,
however, there is a large gap between the theoretical body of work and COPE.
e design of network codes in a decentralized fashion has been the topic
of studies by many researchers in the eld. However, very few results have
been established. All known results deal with the case of multicast trac.
Note that for multicast problems on directed graphs it is possible to separate
the path nding and coding problems.e only general solution that is avail-
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able to the code design problem is to use random coding. Indeed, the random
coding approach seems very promising and lends itself very well for imple-
mentation in practical algorithms. It is not clear if random coding can also
be used for multiple unicast problems. Initial explorations performed during
the studies that led to this thesis did not lead to positive results.
In addition to developing decentralizing coding algorithms, another chal-
lenge is to extend the results from the simple model used in this thesis, to a
more complete model. One can think of more complete network models, i.e.,
models that include packet losses or errors and delays. We have started in
Chapter 4 to analyze the energy benet of network coding based on a more
complete energy consumptionmodel.is model can be extended further by
taking, for instance, also processing and packet length overhead into account.
Also note that all results obtained in this thesis are based on a model with
persistent sources.is means that at all times, for all connections, there are
always packets to transmit. A consequence of this is that coding can always
be performed in the most energy-ecient way. In the case of non-persistent
sources the energy consumption might be aected because it is not always
possible to transmit optimally coded packets. In this context it is interesting
to analyze the tradeo between energy consumption and delay; indeed if it is
not possible to transmit an optimally coded packet one could wait for a useful
packet to arrive before transmitting anything.is would reduce energy con-
sumption at the expense of a larger delay. Preliminary results are provided
in [33].
Regarding the results from Chapter 5 we can say that these have been ob-
tained for two specic congurations: the line network and the hexagonal
lattice. It is important to develop an understanding of the behaviour on other
congurations. More important than considering other lattices is to consider
congurations with random node placements. From a practical point of view
it would be of interest to also develop general coding strategies, that might
not be optimal, but that work for arbitrary congurations. Another practical
issue that need to be addressed in this context is to develop practical codes
that can be used to perform computation coding. Finally synchronization be-
tween nodes is of utmost importance and means to achieve synchronization
will need to be developed.
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Summary
Network Coding: Exploiting Broadcast and
Superposition inWireless Networks
In this thesis we investigate improvements in eciency of wireless communi-
cation networks, based onmethods that are fundamentally dierent from the
principles that form the basis of state-of-the-art technology. e rst dier-
ence is that broadcast and superposition are exploited instead of reducing the
wireless medium to a network of point-to-point links.e second dierence
is that the problem of transporting information through the network is not
treated as a ow problem. Instead we allow for network coding to be used.
First, we consider multicast network coding in settings where the mul-
ticast conguration changes over time. We show that for certain problem
classes a universal network code can be constructed. One application is to
eciently tradeo throughput against cost.
Next, we deal with increasing energy eciency bymeans of network cod-
ing in the presence of broadcast. It is demonstrated that for multiple unicast
trac in networks with nodes arranged on two and three dimensional rect-
angular lattices, network coding can reduce energy consumption by factors
of four and six, respectively, compared to routing.
Finally, we consider the use of superposition by allowing nodes to decode
sums of messages. We introduce dierent deterministic models of wireless
networks, representing various ways of handling broadcast and superposi-
tion. We provide lower and upper bounds on the transport capacity under
these models. For networks with nodes arranged on a hexagonal lattice it is
found that the capacity under a model exploiting both broadcast and super-
position is at least 2.5 times, andnomore than six times, the transport capacity
under a model of point-to-point links.
Jasper Goseling

Samenvatting
Netwerkcodering: Benutten van Broadcast en
Superpositie in Draadloze Netwerken
In dit proefschri onderzoekenwe de ecie¨ntieverbetering van draadloze com-
municatienetwerken, gebaseerd op methodes die fundamenteel verschillen van
principes die in huidige technologie gebruikt worden. Het eerste verschil is dat
broadcast en superpositie benut worden in plaats van het draadloze medium
te reduceren tot een netwerk van punt-naar-punt verbindingen. Het tweede
verschil is dat transport van data door het netwerk niet wordt behandeld als
stroomprobleem, maar dat we gebruik van netwerkcodering.
Als eerste beschouwen wemulticast-netwerkcodering in situaties waarin de
multicast-conguratie verandert met de tijd. We laten zien dat voor bepaalde
klasses van problemen een universele netwerkcode kan worden geconstrueerd.
Een applicatie is het ecie¨nt uitwisselen van datasnelheid tegen kosten.
Vervolgens, beschouwen we verbeterde energie-ecie¨ntie door gebruik te
maken van netwerkcodering en broadcast. We laten zien dat voor meerdere
unicast-verbindingen in netwerken van nodes die geplaatst zijn op twee- en
driedimensionale rechthoekige lattices, netwerkcodering het energieverbruik
kan reducerenmet een factor van respectievelijk 4 en 6 vergelekenmet routeren.
Als laatste beschouwenwe het gebruik van superpositie doormiddel van het
decoderen van sommaties van verschillende boodschappen. We introduceren
meerdere deterministische modellen van draadloze netwerken, die verschillen-
de manieren van het omgaan met broadcast en superpositie representeren. We
geven onder- en bovengrenzen aan de transportcapaciteit onder deze modellen.
Voor netwerken met nodes geplaatst op het hexagonale lattice vinden we dat de
capaciteit onder een model dat zowel broadcast als superpositie benut, tussen
de 2, 5 en 6 maal zo groot is als de capaciteit van een model met punt-naar-punt
verbindingen.
Jasper Goseling
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